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Abstract. In this paper, we compare two key approaches used in time series analysis,
namely the Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis and Multifractal Diffusion
Entropy Analysis. The comparison is done from both the theoretical and numerical
point of view. To put some flesh on bare bones, we illustrate our analysis by applying
both methods to three model time series. As a fourth illustration we analyze empirical time series of daily returns of S&P500 stock index recorded over the 50 years
period. We argue that while the Multifractal Detrended Analysis is computationally
more efficient, the Multifractal Diffusion Entropy Analysis is conceptually cleaner.
In addition, the latter allows a wider applicability in cases when time series have
underlying distributions that are heavy tailed.
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1

Introduction

Scaling properties belong among the most important quantifiers of complexity
in many real systems, including chaotic dynamical systems, biological systems
and financial markets. The presence of scaling usually points to a non-trivial
cooperative behavior imprinted in temporal correlations. Techniques of fractal geometry can be then applied to reveal and analyze the potential scaling
exponents. In practice, however, it is rather common that systems exhibit a
multiple scaling. In such a case the methods of multifractal analysis can be
conveniently employed. The concept of scaling has been used routinely in theory of critical phenomena (e.g., phase transitions) and in chaotical dynamical
systems since a long time. Applications in stochastic processes and ensuing
time series (including financial time series) are, however, of newer vintage. At
present, there are a number of works addressing this line of research. These
range from seminal papers of Hurst [1], through theory of fractal geometry [2]
and fractional dynamics [3] to the multifractal calculus [4–6]. Particularly, in
the theory of multifractals the key rôle is played by the notion of Rényi’s entropy and ensuing generalized dimensions [7]. Recently, also the concept of
Rényi’s transfer entropy [8] has been invoked in this context.
Our focus in this paper will be the study of time series from the multifractal
point of view. As a rule, the presence of multifractality signalizes that the time
series exhibits a complex behavior with long-range time correlations manifested
on different intrinsic time scales. When considering real financial data series
such as empirical series from stock market, the multifractality points, e.g., to
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the onset of crises, economical cycles and other non-linear phenomena that
cannot be modeled with Wiener process [9]. In this paper we compare two key
techniques, namely, Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (MF-DFA)
and Multifractal Diffusion Entropy Analysis (MF-DEA). In particular MFDEA is discussed in terms Rényi’s entropy. Our analysis reveals that while the
MF-DFA is computationally efficient, the MF-DEA is conceptually cleaner. We
also emphasize the fact that the MF-DEA is better suited to discuss cases when
time series have underlying heavy tailed distributions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly outline some
fundamentals of the multifractal calculus. In Section 3 we define a MF-DFA
method. The related salient theoretical issues are presented in Section 4. Section 5 is dedicated to the MF-DEA method. Comparison of both methods for
monofractal series is done in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 are all methods
demonstrated on four selected time series.

2

Some fundamentals of multifractal analysis

One way to reveal a multiscaling structure in time series is to construct a
multifractal spectrum, which catalogues the involved scaling exponents. In the
following we will use the standard definition, presented, e.g., in Ref. [10]. To
this end we consider a time series {xi }N
i=1 where i denotes a discrete times
of the evolution with some specific time lag τ . We examine the scaling of the
probability in different regions. The probability of a region in the space is given
as pi = limN →∞ Ni /N , where Ni is number of points lying in the region and N
is total number of points. We assume that probabilities scale with some scaling
exponent (Lipschitz–Hölder exponent) α as pi ∝ lαi . For different regions we
can obtain generally different values of α. Our aim is to describe a distribution
of α, which is assumed to be in a form dαρ(α)l−f (α) , where f (α) represents a
fractal dimension of the subset scaling with α. Moreover, it can be introduced a
total sum of all pqi — partition function, which scales with the scaling exponent
τ (q), so that
X q
Z(q, l) =
pi ∼ lτ (q) .
(1)
i

The relation between f (α) and τ (q) is given by substitution of probability
distribution of scaling exponents into the Z(q, l):
Z
Z
Z(q, l) =
dα ρ(α)l−f (α) lqα =
dα ρ(α)lqα−f (α) ∼ lτ (q) .
(2)
By using the method of stationary phase one arrives at the equation
τ (q) = qα(q) − f (α(q)) ,

(3)

where α(q) is value for which the expression qα − f (α) is extremal. Under
assumption that f (α) is differentiable the latter is equivalent to the condition
that f 0 (α) = q. Eq. (3) then implies that τ 0 (q) = α and so τ (q) is nothing but
the Legendre transform of f (α). The generalized dimension is defined as
Dq = lim

l→0

τ (q)
1 ln Z(q, l)
=
,
q − 1 ln l
q−1
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and is a generalization of a support dimension (q = 0), fractal dimension (q = 1)
1
ln Z(q, l) is
and correlation dimension (q = 2), see Ref. [7]. The term Sq = q−1
known as the Rényi entropy and it represents a one-parametric generalization
of Shannon’s entropy (to which it reduces for q → 1). For different q’s we
accentuate in the sum (1) different values of involved probabilities and so we
can zoom to different regions of the distribution.
Note that if we rewrite the partition function as
X
Z(q, l) =
pi piq−1 = hP q−1 i ,
(5)
i

the generalized dimension simply equals the scalingpexponent of the generalized
average of the probability distribution, namely q−1 hP q−1 i ∼ lDq .
An alternative way to quantify a multiscaling behavior in time series is to
generalize the concept of the Hurst exponent. The Hurst exponent is defined
as the scaling exponent of the average increments of length of a dynamical
process, i.e. h|x(t + τ ) − x(t)|i ∼ τ H . When investigating the q-th moment of
these increments, one may define the scaling:
h|x(t + τ ) − x(t)|q i ∼ τ ζ(q) .

(6)

For monofractal processes with the Hurst exponent H, the ζ(q) scaling exponent typically equals to ζ(q) = Hq. For multifractals ζ(q) is not simply linear
in q which motivates the definition of the generalized Hurst exponent H(q) as
H(q) = ζ(q)/q. In this case the following scaling relation holds
p
q
h|x(t + τ ) − x(t)|q i ∼ τ H(q) .
(7)
For q = 1 this reduces to the standard Hurst scaling with H(q = 1) = H.

3

Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis

The classical way how to calculate the multifractal spectrum is MF-DFA [11,
12]. The algorithm is following: if we have a noise-like series,
Pnwe transform
it into the walk-like series by a cumulative sum Y (n) =
i=1 (xi − hxi) .
The subtraction of the mean value is not important for the method itself, but
it is crucial for the relation to the classical multifractal analysis, as discussed
further. The method begins with dividing the series into Ns parts with length
s. Local linear (quadratic, cubic,...) trends yν are estimated. The cornerstone
of this method is fluctuation function which represents a total deviation from
the trend and for each element is calculated as
F (ν, s)2 =

s
X

2

(Y (s(ν − 1) + i) − yν (i)) .

(8)

i=1

MF-DFA method, which is a generalization of the monofractal DFA [12], deals
with generalized fluctuation function dependent on q and defined as
)1/q
(
Ns
1 X
2 q/2
[F (s, ν) ]
,
(9)
F (q, s) =
Ns ν=1
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p
which is nothing else than q hF (s, ·)q i, where we average over all time intervals.
The fluctuation function satisfies the scaling property F (q, s) ∝ sh(q) . Because
Ns = N/s, the following sum scales as
)
(N
s
X
2 q/2
[F (ν, s) ]
∼ sqh(q)−1 .
(10)
ν=1

In passing, we may note that the exponent h(2) is the exponent obtained from
standard monofractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis, while the exponent h(1)
is related to the R/S analysis and in the case of monofractal scaling both should
be equal to the Hurst exponent H, cf. Ref. [12].
If we consider only a stationary, normalized and positive series xi , it is
possible to omit detrending procedure and we obtain that
Ns
X
ν=1

FF2 A (ν, s) =

Ns
X

|Y (νs) − Y (ν(s − 1))|q ∼ sqh(q)−1 .

(11)

ν=1

In order to relate the method to multifractal analysis, we define a partition
sum
Ns
X
|ps (ν)| ∼ sτM (q) ,
(12)
Zq (s) =
ν=1

where τM (q) is the scaling function
Pνs related to multifractal spectrum via Legendre transform and ps (ν) =
k=(ν−1)s+1 xk = (Y (νs) − Y ((ν − 1)s)), see
Ref. [12]. Eventually, we get the relation between τM and h
τM (q) = qh(q) − 1 .

4

(13)

Problems of τM (q)

We have seen that the relation for τM (q) is problematic as it cannot be compared to standard multifractal analysis for every series. Let us now assume
that we have a stationary, normalized
and positive series xk . Thus, the ps (ν)
Pνs
should have the form ps (ν) = k=(ν−1)s+1 (xk − hxi), [13]. So, (x − hxi) represents a measure that generates the probability density |ps |. The problem is
that this measure is not a proper measure, because it does not obey axioms of
measure, because we can find such set that for A ⊆ B is µ(A) > µ(B) [13].
Therefore, it can happen that relations derived in the last section might be not
which for monofractal series,
completely right. Apart from that, Dq = qh(q)−1
q−1
where h(q) = H, is equal to Dq = qH−1
q−1 . This leads to a singularity in q = 1,
unless H = 1.
One possible way how to overcome these problems is consider the scaling
function in the following form [13]:
τ (q) = D(q − 1) − K(q) ,

(14)

where the function K(q) is a cumulant generating function and is related to so
called fractal co-dimension and equals to H 0 q − ζ(q), where H 0 is a constant to
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be determined [14]. The relation between ζ(q) and h(q) from MF-DFA analysis
is ζ(q) = qH(q) = q(h(q) − 1). Finally, from the relation τ (1) = 0, it is possible
to determine the H 0 , which is equal to H 0 = h(1) − 1. For time series, we know
that D0 = −τ (0) is equal to dimension of support, which is equal to one [13],
so the formula (14) takes the form
τG (q) = qh(q) − qH 0 − 1 = q(h(q) − h(1) + 1) − 1 .

5

(15)

Diffusion Entropy Analysis and MF-DEA

The problem of MF-DFA is that in case of multifractality that originates from
power-law scaling of distributions is the application of the method inappropriate, simply because the variance (and higher moments) of the time series
is infinite. Of course, the real time series are finite, and hence the empirical
variance is finite, but because of its non-trivial dependence of time-lag time,
it does not give right predictions. In such cases it is more suitable to analyze multifractality via the self-similarity scaling ansatz. If we assume that the
probability distribution of a time series has the form (as is the case, e.g., for
Gaussian noise or Lévy processes)
1 x
(16)
p(x, t) = δ F δ ,
t
t
then it is possible to estimate δ via Shannon’s entropy [15]
Z
S(t) = − dxp(x, t) ln[p(x, t)] ,

(17)

because in this case S(t) = A + δ ln t (A is a constant).
The monofractal Diffusion Entropy Algorithm is based on the fluctuation
Pτ
collection. Let us have a noise-like series ξi and let us define xτ (t) =
i=1 ξi+t .
Then we divide all values of xτ into boxes of length  and calculate the probai (τ )
bility of each box as pi (τ ) = NN−τ
+1 where Ni (t) is number of xs (t) that have
values in the i-th box. The ensuing Shannon’s entropy is of the form
X
S(τ ) = −
pi (τ ) ln[pi (τ )] .
(18)
i

The MF-DEA is a direct generalization of the previous monofractal version. If
we instead of Shannon entropy use the whole class of Rényi entropies, we get
a class of scaling exponents [16]
Sq (τ ) = Bq + H(q) ln τ .

(19)

Here Bq is τ -independent constant and H(q) is the generalized Hurst exponent.

6

Comparison of τ (q)’s for monofractal series

So far, we have been dealing with two different scaling functions τ (q). The first
one is provided via Mandelbrot’s scaling definition [2] as h|X(t)|q i ∝ tτM (q)+1 .
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The second one results from the scaling of the empirical distribution and
the best way to phrase it is terms of the generalized dimension as τ (q) =
Dq (q − 1) and ensuing Rényi entropy as τ (q) ' − lnhP q−1 i/ln t and therefore
hP q−1 i ∝ t−τR (q) . Let us consider a self-similar monofractal
process with prob
ability density in the form p(x, t)dx = [F x/tH /tH ]dx and calculate scaling
functions in both cases
Z
Z
1 x
q
q
h|X(t)| i =
dx |x| p(x, t) =
dx |x|q H F H = c(q)tqH . (20)
t
t
Since c(q) is t-independent, we have τM (q) = qH − 1. The observant reader
will recall that we have noticed this behavior already in Section 3. In the case
of Rényi entropy we have
Z
Z
1 h  x iq
q−1
q
h|P(t)| i =
dx p(x, t) =
dx qH F H
t
t
Z
q
= tH(1−q) dy [F (y)] = c0 (q)tH(1−q) .
(21)
The t-independence c0 (q) then implies that τR (q) = H(q − 1). By comparing
the scalings (20) and (21) we obtain the following relation
τM (q) =

7

q
τR (q) − 1 .
q−1

(22)

Numerical comparison of multifractal techniques

To put some flesh on the bare bones we shall now compare the above methods
on explicit examples. To this end we chose four sample series, three of an
artificial kind and one corresponding to an empirical financial series. The first
series corresponds to a Brownian motion, the second to a monofractal series
of a Fractional Brownian motion (FBM) with the Hurst exponent H = 0.75,
the third is an artificial multifractal process (MFP), generated from a binomial
cascade (see, e.g., Ref. [17]). Finally, the last series represents the daily records
of the Standard and Poor’s 500 (S&P500) financial index gathered over the
period of 50 years. Log returns of these time series are plotted on Fig. 1.
On Fig. 2 we depict results of all techniques used. In case of Detrended
Analysis Method (top left figure) we can observe that the spectrum of S&P500
index is similar to the Gaussian spectrum and the spectrum of MFP, which
points to the fact that most of the time is the index in a “Gaussian” regime,
and only in the times of crises, etc., the large fluctuations can be observed
and therefore is the spectrum wider (especially in the left part). The fractional Brownian motion was purposely chosen so, that all scaling exponents
are shifted to the larger values. We shall note that in the theoretical case we
should observe in the case of Brownian motion and FBM a singular spectrum
with a single point that corresponds to its Hurst exponent. Nevertheless, in
practice we do not obtain a singular spectrum. On the top right figure is displayed a spectrum obtained from a generalized scaling function. In this case,
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Fig. 1. Logarithmic returns of investigated series. We depict four sample series: a)
Brownian motion (black), b) monofractal Fractional Brownian motion with H = 0.75
(red), c) Multiplicative process created from a binomial cascade (green), d) financial
series of the index S&P500 (blue). All returns are displayed in the units of standard
deviation. All the series have approximately 16000 entries.

the spectrum serves to disclose deviations from monofractal behavior and we
observe that the lines of Brownian motion and FBM practically coincide, while
spectrum of S&P500 and foremost MFP reveal rich underlying multifractal behavior. The bottom left figure shows the scaling exponents of Rényi’s entropy,
where we can again observe the shift of FBM, the multifractality of the MFP
and the fact that S&P500 reveal a multifractal behavior, but not as strong as
the artificial series. Finally, the bottom right picture shows the estimated generalized Hurst exponent. Unfortunately, for negative values of q the method
is unreliable due to well known instabilities in Rényi’s entropy [7]. For positive values we get a steady behavior for all discussed series, but in the case
of S&P500, we see a decreasing function even for positive values. The latter
signalizes that though that the series does not have a wide spectrum as, e.g.,
MFP, the spectrum is rounder than for other ones and scaling exponents play
an important rôle.
All in all, by comparing all above methods, the most reliable method (at
least from the theoretical point of view) is the Multifractal Entropy Analysis. This is because of its clear interpretation of the scaling exponent, and
its stability and validity also for processes with infinite higher moments. The
disadvantage of the method is the computational robustness of the fluctuation
collection that is of order O(n2 ). On the other hand, Multifractal Detrended
Fluctuation Analysis is computationally very efficient and apart from theoretical issues related to the interpretation of the scaling exponents, it provides a
clear numerical tool allowing to classify the multifractality.
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Fig. 2. Left top: Multifractal spectrum of time series obtained from MF-DFA method.
Top right: Multifractal spectrum of time series obtained from the generalized scaling
function τG . Left bottom: Scaling function H(q) of Rényi’s entropy. Right bottom:
Estimated Generalized Hurst exponent. The shaded regions (negative q regions)
corresponds to the regions of instability of Rényi’s entropy (see e.g. Ref. [7]).

8

Conclusions

In this paper we have compared two key methods used in time series analysis;
the Multifractal Detrended Fluctuation Analysis and Multifractal Diffusion Entropy Analysis. We have demonstrated that MF-DEA based on Rényi entropy
represents a pertinent tool that allows to conveniently quantify and qualify
complex structures present in numerous realistic time series, and more specifically in financial time series. We have shown under what conditions both
outlined methods can successfully estimate multifractal exponents, multifractal spectrum as well as scaling functions, and when the corresponding results
can be naturally translated to each other. Added advantage of the MF-DEA
steams from the fact that one may rigorously discuss also systems with infinite
higher moments.
By using the example of S&P500 index, we have seen that corresponding empirical time series posses interactions that are highly nonlinear, and
long-ranged. This is a clear manifestation of a number of interlocked driving
dynamics operating at different time scales each with its own scaling function.
In an econophysic such a behavior typically points to the presence of recurrent
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economic cycles, crises, large fluctuations (i.e., marginal events such as spikes
or sudden jumps), and other non-linear phenomena that are out of reach of
more conventional multivariate methods [9].
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Abstract. This paper study examines spatial patterns of standardized mortality rates in South
Korea and examines whether there are “spatially heterogeneous effects” of neighborhood context
on mortality rates. To examine the spatial variation of neighborhood impact, this research uses
geographically weighted regressions (GWR). The dependent variable is standardized mortality
rates and the explanatory variables are neighborhood characterisitics. They are categorized into
four sectors: economic condition, social capital, housing environment, and built environment.
This study uses representative indicator of each sector. The study finds that the relationship
between neighborhood environments and mortality rates is spatially heterogeneous across
geographical areas. This indicates that the global regression model fails to account for the spatial
variation in the association between mortality rates and neighborhood environments.

Introduction
There has been growing interest in the relationship between health and the
neighborhood context. Neighborhood has been regarded as a predictor of
health since it mediates the way society impinges on people, finally carrying
weight on health disparity (Diez Roux, 2001). Economic conditions
(Boardman et al., 2005) and social capital measured as the community
participation in neighborhoods (Lochner et al., 2003) have been found to be
determinants of health. While the social and economic conditions of
neighborhoods are important, a growing body of research has also recognized
the role of the physical urban environment in shaping health and thus
mortality (Ewing et al., 2003; Frank et al., 2004). Residents of highly dense
or mixed-use neighborhoods walk more frequently than of less pedestrianfriendly locations (Frank & Pivo, 1995). Built environments which include
intersection density, land-use mix, and proximity to the nearest public
playground may be potential predictors of health, determining the degree of
walking. (Frank et al., 2004; Giles-Corti et al., 2003). ‘Obesogenic’
environment is viewed as discouraging physical activities and inducing the
intake of high-calorie food (Swinburn et al., 1999). In addition, the housing
environment, such as the ventilation and temperature in home and air
pollution in residential areas, can explain the health status of a
neighborhood’s residents (Howden-Chapman, 2004).
Regression techniques have commonly been used to analyze the relationship
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between the mortality rate and neighborhood characteristics. Ordinary least
square (OLS) regression assumes that the relationships between independent
and dependent variables remain constant over space. However, when dealing
with geographically aggregated data, the assumption of stationarity often
becomes untenable. Regarding spatial data, it is inappropriate to assume a
constant relationship over space. The relationship between health and
neighborhood contexts can be spatially non-stationary (Holt & Lo, 2008).
Since neighborhood implies diverse social and political process, the way
neighborhood affects people’s health can vary across geographic areas. The
magnitude or significance of the association of the relationship might
geographically differ. Geographically weighted regression (GWR) then is a
useful statistical model to explore spatial nonstationarity when the nature or
significance of the relationships between variables differs depending on
location (Fotheringham et al., 2002; Gilbert & Chakraborty, 2011). GWR
measures the local relationship at each location using a spatial kernel, or a
specific distance around a location. This method is technically more effective
at analyzing spatial data because it weighs the attributes of nearby
observations within the kernel (Gilbert & Chakraborty, 2011). GWR
produces a series of parameters for each observation.
There have been some studies in health using geographically weighted
regression. (Congdon, 2011; Holt & Lo, 2008; Nakaya et al., 2005). They
analyze the relationship between mortality and socio-economic
characteristics of neighborhoods, considering the spatial variation of the
relationship.
However, few studies have examined simultaneously the
multidimensional aspects of neighborhood characteristics, including
economic conditions, the physical environment, and social capital, when
analyzing the spatially varied effect of neighborhoods on health.
This study aims to examine how the relationships between various
neighborhood characteristics and mortality rates in South Korea vary over
space. The study breaks down neighborhood context into the categories of
economic condition, social capital, built environment, and housing
environment. The specific objectives of this study are to 1) examine the
spatial patterns of the mortality rate at the neighborhood level in South
Korea; 2) analyze the important factors determining spatial variations in
mortality rates; and 3) assess the spatial heterogeneity of the relationships
between dependent and independent variables. Consideration of spatial
heterogeneity could achieve different results and policy implications from
those produced when using a global regression model.
Methods
Data and study area
This study examines the relations between neighborhood characteristics and
the mortality level using municipal administrative units as indirect proxies for
neighborhood feature. South Korea is composed of 230 municipal
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administrative units. Out of these units, 150 units are classified as urban area
and 80 units as rural area. Among them, 60 units belong to Seoul Mega City
Region (SMCR), which has achieved higher economic development than
other parts of the nation. The population of South Korea in 2010 was about
48 million and that of SMCR was about 24 million, indicating that half of
South Korea’s total population lives in SMCR. Based on the great differences
depending on geographical locations, it can be assumed that the effect of
neighborhood context on health varies across regions. This analysis is based
on three data sources; They are the 2010 census data from Korean Statistical
Information Service (KOSIS), the 2010 municipal statistical yearbooks of 16
Special cities and provinces, and Korean Transportation Database of Korea
Transport Institute.
Dependent variable
This study employs Standardized mortality rates (SMRs) as health outcome.
It is the age-adjusted death rate per 1,000 people. This is the calculated
mortality ratio with estimated death rate per age group for the total
population of Korea in 2005. While crude mortality rates are highly affected
by the age structure of population, SMR controls the influence of age
structure. SMR is an appropriate variable to compare mortality rates among
neighborhoods in South Korea.
Independent variables
The independent variables which imply the neighborhood contexts are
selected on the basis of previous studies. Variables are divided into four
categories; economic condition, social capital, housing environment, and
built environment. The study selects representative independent variables in
each category which are found significantly associated with health outcomes
in previous research. Regarding economic conditions, income is mainly used
as predictor of health status. However, income information is not available in
each municipal level in Korea. This research employs local tax base as a
representative variable of the economic condition of a neighborhood. In
terms of social capital, community participation is used as a representative
measure. Several studies have showed that social cohesion, social trust, and
community participation improve health status (Kawachi et al., 1997;
Kennedy et al., 1998). In this study, community participation is calculated as
the percent of the population that is affiliated with political, religious, and
social organizations in each neighborhood. Housing environment is
epitomized as housing quality. Old and overcrowded housing, housing with
poor ventilation or poor air quality are associated with higher mortality rates
and lower levels of health status (Howden-Chapman, 2004). This study has
used housing with poor quality as a representative indicator which increases
mortality risk. It is calculated as the percent of houses built before 1979 and
sized below 66 square meters. Regarding built environment, this study uses
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intersection density as a representative variable to affect health. Intersection
density is often employed as an indicator of walkable environment which was
revealed to improve health status. This study selects the number of
intersections with more than three legs per 1,000 square meters as a criterion
of walkable environment. It represents street connectivity which captures the
degree to which destinations can be reached in a direct pathway and predicts
the relative ease of walking (Frank et al., 2007) The higher the intersection
density per area, the smaller the block size, which indicates better chances to
walk. This study hypothesizes that neighborhoods with a higher local tax
base, more community participation, better housing quality, and higher
intersection density are associated with lower SMR; however, the impact of
each neighborhood characteristic on SMR varies over space.
Geographically weighted regression
OLS regression, which generates ‘global’ regression coefficient, assumes
that the relationships between neighborhood characteristics and health
outcomes are constant. It hides any spatial variation in the relationship
between independent variables and dependent variables. In order to display
spatial heterogeneity, GWR called a ‘local’ regression is useful method.
Unlike OLS, GWR assumes that such relationships may vary over space,
generating a set of local regression coefficients for each observation ponit in
the study area. OLS regression model can be expressed as:
y=

(1)

Where y is the dependent variable,

are the independent variables,

are the parameters, and ε is the error term. GWR model can be
written as:
(2)
Where (
is the location of observation i point. Each observation is
weighted according to its proximity to i point (Graif and Sampson, 2009).
The weighting function is represented as below.

Where h is a bandwidth, the distance of the nearest neighbor from i, where
is the Euclidean distance between sampled points. Weight assigned to
each observation point i decreases with increased distance from point i. In the
calibration process, locations closer to observation i are more strongly
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weighted. This study uses adaptive bandwidth as weighting funtion. The
adaptive function allows smaller bandwidth where sampled points are dense
and larger bandwidth where sampled points are sparse. Within a bandwidth, a
weighting process is calibrated. If the bandwidth is too large, the spatial
variation will be low and the model will tend toward the global model (Cahill
& Mulligan, 2007). If bandwidth is too small, the sampled data points for
estimation will be less and cause model instability. The bandwidth is
calibrated until the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) becomes minimized,
which provides better fitness. Since regression is calibrated locally, each
administrative unit has each parameter and t-statistic.

Result
As shown in Figure 1, the
SMRs(Standardized Mortality Rates)
of Korea exhibited the distinct spatial
pattern, with regions of low mortality
concentrated in Seoul Mega City
Region and regions of high mortality
concentrated in northeastern and
southwestern parts of the nation. Each
of the neighborhoods’ characteristics
show
the
various
geographic
distributions (Figure 2).
Figure 1. SMRs in South Korea
A conventional OLS regression model is employed to determine the
relationship between SMRs and neighborhoods’ characteristics. The
regression analysis results are summarized in Table 1. The model explains
the 51% variance in SMRs. Parameter estimates show that the local tax base,
the social participation, and the density of the intersections are significantly
and positively associated with SMRs, while the proportion of poor-quality
housing is significantly and negatively related to SMRs. This indicates lower
SMR rates correspond to a higher local tax base, a higher level of social
participation, a higher intersection density, and less poor-quality housing.
The conventional model suggests the relative effect of each independent
variable. The local tax base is the most effective association with SMR,
followed by intersection density, social participation, and poor-quality
housing.
This OLS regression model assumes that relationships between the
explanatory and dependent variables are identical in all the geographical units
in the study area. However, the Koenker statistical value is 9.29, which is
statistically significant (p<0.1) and indicates that there is nonstationarity in
the relationship among the dependent and independent variables (Table 1).
The significant Koenker test implies that the OLS model is biased and not
suitable for exploring spatial variations.
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Although the OLS regression model provides an overview of the relationship
between dependant variable and independent variables, GWR allows us to
see how and where these relationships vary spatially. Comparision of OLS
model with GWR model revealed the
GWR model is a statistically significant
improvement over OLS model. The AIC
score for the GWR model is 2,274, which
indicates a better fit than the OLS model
for which the AIC score is 2305. Also, the
R-square estimate for OLS estimation is
0.51, while that of the GWR analysis is
0.61, which shows the GWR process
explain variance of SMRs better. However,
local R-square estimates ranged from 0.18
in the southern part of Korea to 0.68 in the
Capital region, indicating the high degree
of spatial variation (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Local R-squared estimates.
OLS

GWR

Coefficients
Intercept
Local Tax base
Intersection Density
Community Participation
Housing with Poor Quality
Local R Squared
R Squared
Adjusted R Squared
AIC
Moran I Index of
Standard Residuals
Koenker statistics
Jarque-Bera

520.52
-0.8
-3.69
-4.88
9.97

SD

Mean

Max

-.36***
-.31***
-.27***
.22***

520.02
-0.67
-3.53
-5.07
10.34
0.41

582.99
-0.36
-0.18
0.78
24.33
0.67

Min

0.524
0.516
2304.92

466
-1.63
-5.8
-11.59
-5.1
0.18
0.65
0.61
2273.87

0.08***

0.03**

9.29*
0.01

Neighbors
Bandwidth methods
Kernel type

Std. Dev.
34.26
0.32
1.27
3.64
4.77
0.17

111
AICc
Adaptive

Table 1. Coefficient o f OLS and GWR Model.
Results from Table 1 justfy the hypothesis that significant non-stationary
relationships between mortality and each independent variables. The
parameter for the local tax base is -0.8 in the OLS estimation, while the GWR
model shows that the coefficients vary from -1.63 to -0.36. The intersection
density has a varied range of coefficients from -5.8 to -0.18. The coefficient
values for the community participation range from -11.59 to 0.78 and poorquality housing indicates both a positive and a negative association with
SMRs. Its coefficients range from -5.1 to 24.33
Maps of GWR coefficients and t-values for each coefficient allow the
visualization of the spatial heterogeneity (Figure 3, Figure 4). From figure 4,
the established relationship between mortality and other neighborhood
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attributes are not necessarily significant everywhere in Korea. Regarding
local tax bases, the association with SMRs is significantly stronger in
mideastern and southwestern parts of the nation. On the other hand, the
association was found to be weaker around Seoul mega region. This implies
that, in economically affluent areas, the degree of the relationship between
economic conditions and SMRs might be weaker than in economically
deprived areas. This suggests that the SMRs tends to be more infuenced by
the wealth of the neighborhood in deprived areas than other areas. The
relationship between intersection density and SMRs is stronger in
northeastern and mid-northern parts with statistical significance. A greater
association is observed where a low density of intersections is pervasive.
However, except for Seoel region and a few geographical units in the
southeastern part, the intersection density is quite low. It is difficult to define
what makes the SMRs of this area more closely associated with intersection
density.

Figure 3. Spatially varying coefficients
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Figure 4. Spatial varying t-values for each coefficient
Community participation is more highly related to SMRs around Seoul mega
region. In the eastern part of the nation, community participation is positively
associated with SMRs, which contradicts the OLS result. However, this
relationship around these areas is not statistically significant (Figure 4).
Poor-quality housing has been found to be more highly associated with SMR
around the periphery of Seoul mega region and the northeastern part of South
Korea, with a statistical significance (p<=0.05). Some areas show a negative
relation between poor-quality housing and SMRs, but the relationship is not
statisitically significant.

Conclusion
This research analyzes the relationship between SMR and neighborhood
contexts. OLS analysis indicates that higher local tax bases, intersection
density, and community participation and less poor-quality housing are
associated with a lower SMR. This analysis assumes that the neighborhood
impact on health is constant across regions. However, the GWR analysis
explores the spatially heterogeneous effect of neighborhood characteristics
using the bandwidth of each sampled point. Nearby observations have a
greater influence on the estimation of coefficients than observations further
away.
In the GWR model, each neighborhood characteristic has a geographically
varied range of parameter estimation. The influence of the local tax base on
SMR is stronger in areas with smaller tax bases, suggesting that health status
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is more vulnerable to economic conditions, particularly in deprived areas.
Intersection density has a greater influence on SMR outside the SMCR and
the northeastern region. The effect of community participation on SMR is
stronger in the SMCR. The proportion of poor-quality housing has greater
influence on SMR on the periphery of the SMCR and the northeastern region.
The GWR model provides better fit and explanation for the variances of
SMR than the OLS model. This study reveals where the mortality risk
burdens are significantly related to neighborhood characteristics. In some
areas, health status is more vulnerable to certain neighborhood characteristics,
which underscores the need for place-specific policies.
However, this study has some limitations. It uses administrative units as
indirect proxies for neighborhood features. The municipal unit differs from
people’s perception of neighborhood, which makes it difficult to draw causal
inferences about the effects of neighborhood on SMRs. Although the GWR
analysis has improved the model, it still leaves spatially auto-correlated
standard residuals. In addition, the study does not explain why certain areas
show a greater association between SMR and neighborhood characteristics.
The cause of the spatial heterogeneity of this relationship merits further
study.
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Abstract: The given paper deals with the redundancy and maintenance problem for a
wide class of any territorially distributed standby systems consisting of unreliable
repairable elements. Mathematical models for interaction of degradation and its
compensation processes in the above mentioned systems are proposed and their possible
applications are partially analysed. These models represent mixed type queuing systems
for two parallel maintenance operations – replacements and repairs. The problem for
optimization of said system by economic criterion is stated. The possible ways of its
solution are discussed.
Keywords: queuing models; structural control; maintenance; replacement; renewal
(repair).

1 Introduction
During last decades, in reliability theory and practice (as well as in survivability
theory and practice), the problems of redundancy, maintainability and supply of
large scale systems, including terrestrial ones, are becoming the main directions.
This is strongly attested by leading experts, among them, distinguished
scientist Igor Ushakov [1]. Other works of Igor Ushakov himself on the subject,
as well as the works of other authors are referenced in [2]. Should also refer to
[3, 4].
At the same time, traditional maintenance models in many cases proved to
be unsuitable, and there was an urgent need for the construction and
investigation of entirely new types of models for the mathematical description
of the mentioned technical systems.
These models, as a rule, are distinctive symbiosis of reliability and queuing
theories, along with inventory control and other parts of operations research
(management science) [1-2].
One of the main reasons determining the above described statement is that in
practical cases of redundancy, the main and standby elements, as a rule, were
territorially concentrated and failed main element’s replacement with the
standby one meant the latter’s switch, which was often automatically performed
and the duration of operation was insignificantly small.
But in modern networks of above mentioned type, standby elements are not
directly attached (linked) to main elements. They are located at specific storage
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locations and may be tens, hundreds and sometimes thousands of kilometers
away from the main elements. Therefore, the delivery duration of stand by
elements to the place of the failed main ones is quite substantial. At the same
time, in practical cases, due to various reasons, before the beginning of stand by
element’s delivery operation, passes quite some time, which is often many times
greater than the delivery time. Moreover, replacement operation, as a rule, is
undertaken not by repair unit, but by special replacement channel. Therefore,
replacement of failed main element by stand by one quite naturally becomes an
independent maintenance operation.
In addition, the replacement process, apart from the standby element’s
delivery to the main element’s place, includes other sub-operations, whose
execution is necessary in order for the standby element to continue main
element’s functions. In such circumstances, the replacement operation’s average
duration is not insignificant, and it often reaches 20-40 % of repair operations’
average duration.

2 Object of study and its initial mathematical description
The investigation object of this article is a multi-element redundant system with
repairable elements.
The system consists of identical m main and n standby elements. Standby
elements are designated for permanent replacement of main elements in case of
their failure. It is supposed that for the normal operation of the system, the
serviceability of all m main elements is desired. However, if their number is less
than m, then the system continues to function but with lower economic
effectiveness.
The main elements fail with intensity α and the standby ones – with intensity
β. A failed main element is replaced by a serviceable standby one if there is
available standby element in the system. In the opposite case the replacement
will be carried out after standby element’s availability. The failed elements, both
the main and the standby ones, are repaired and become identical with the new
ones.
There are k replacement and l repair units in the system. The durations of
replacement and repair operations are random values with distribution functions
F(x) and G(x), respectively. When maintenance units are busy, requests for
replacement or repairs are queued. Service discipline is FCFS (first come, first
served).
As we see, in a natural way we have a queuing systems with two types of
maintenance operations − replacement and repair (renewal). We examine here
the case, when m is large number (in practice it might be tens, hundreds,
thousands and more), and we will suppose that we have both infinite (m=∞) and
finite sources of requests and will get mixed type queuing systems.
In this system, the infinite source of requests for services is the set of main
elements and finite source is the set of standby elements and service channels
are replacement and repair units. At the same time, one event in a flow of
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homogenous events – failure of the main element – generates requests for two
parallel maintenance operations. First – the replacement of the failed main
element with standby one, and the second – the repair of the very failed element.
Request for replacement occurs due to failure of the main element. The same
event, coupled with standby element’s failure generates a request for repair
(renewal).
To this day, both in reliability theory and queuing theory, the above
problems have not been investigated in general case. At the same time, modern
research methods of Markov and semi Markov processes allow us to construct
and analyse such models in the framework of the mathematical theory of
reliability and queuing theory [5, 6].
Only a few special cases of the described system have so far been
investigated. 1) m=1, n=1; 2) m=1, n=2; 3) M/M/N – i.e. the repair time length
has an exponential distribution, while the replacement time length equals zero
(instant replacement); 4) some similar cases have also been investigated. One of
such cases (m=1; n=1) is examined in [7].
In the last 7-8 years the specialists of Georgian Technical University (GTU)
have succeeded in making considerable progress in the investigation along these
lines. In particular, the models have been constructed and partly investigated for
the following cases [8 10]:
1) m, n, k, l are arbitrary; the functions F(x) and G(x) are exponential;
2) m, n and the function F(x) are arbitrary; k = l = 1 and the function G(x) is
exponential;
3) m, n and the function G(x) are arbitrary; k = l = 1 and function F(x) is
exponential;
4) some similar statements have also been considered.
Now the investigation for other cases is under way. We call interested in it
colleagues to join this work.

Conclusions
In modern large scale territorially dispersed networks standby elements (spare
components) are not directly attached to main elements. They are located at
specific storage locations and may be tens, hundreds and sometimes thousands
of kilometers away from the main elements. Therefore, the duration of standby
elements delivery to the place of the failed mains’ is quite substantial.
Also taking into account other circumstances, the replacement operation’s
mean duration often reaches 20-40 % of repair operations’ mean duration and
therefore, the replacement of the failed element with standby one is quite
naturally becoming an independent maintenance operation.
Exactly the novel type queuing systems proposed in this work, in many
cases, are the most adequate maintenance models for such networks.
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(E-mail: kit1157@ yandex.ru)
Abstract. Single-product inventory management model with both random and
controllable demand and continuous input product flow with fixed uncontrolled rate under
finite storage capacity is considered. We consider the stock level process as
asymptotically diffusion process and obtain its stationary distribution. The result permits
us to solve the problem of minimizing the variance of the stock level process under linear
on/off control and control the probabilities of the stock-out and overflow.
Keywords: On/Off Control, Stochastic Demand, Diffusion Approximation, Inventory
Management.

1 The problem statement
A systematic study of inventory models incorporated uncertainly and dynamics
began in the early 50s from the works by Arrow et al. [1] and Dvoretzky et al.
[6]. Nowadays a set of stochastic models are available to solve the inventory
control problem under various conditions encountered in practice, for example,
see Ross [10], Chopra and Meindl [5], and Beyer et al. [3].
The aim of the paper is to stabilize the performance of the system under
consideration. The feature of the system is exogenous (i.e., outside our control)
input product flow.
Let Q(t ) be the stock level in the moment t, the input product flow be
continuous with fixed rate ν 0 , the demands be a Poisson process with constant
intensity λ , the values of purchases be i.i.d. random variables having a
distribution F (⋅) with finite the first and second moments equals respectively a 1
and a 2 . The storage capacity let be bounded by Qmax . Under certain conditions
(for example, the threat of overflow) the product is delivered to outlets and the
output flow is assumed to be continuous with a rate ν * (Q ) .
The aim is to stabilize the stationary process Q ( ⋅) in the sense of minimum of
its variance and to try to avoid the overflow and stock-out. We use the diffusion
approximation of Marcovian process Q ( ⋅) .
Diffusion methods have been applied in a variety of domains, see Janssen et al.
[8]; as to application to inventory models, see, for example, Bather [3], Harrison
[7], and Puterman [9].
The paper consists of two parts: the first part devotes to the approximation and
in the second part we solve the optimization problem.
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2 Diffusion approximation
Denote the density

P ( Q, t ) =

Pr Q ≤ Q ( t ) ≤ Q + dQ 
dQ

,

and the rate of the product’s movement due to non-random factors
ν 0 − ν * (Q ) = ν(Q ) .
Let P(Q, t ) be a differentiable function of t, ν(Q) P(Q, t ) be a differentiable
∞

function of Q, and

∫ P(Q + u, t )dF (u ) < ∞ .

0

Derive the Kolmogorov backward equation for a functional of Markov process
Q(⋅)

{

}

ϕ ( Q, t=
) E H ( Q ( τ ) ) Q ( t=) Q ,
and write the adjoint equation, which is the Kolmogorov forward equation for
density function P ( Q, t ) as shown by Barucha-Reid [2].
Consider

{

}
= (1 − λ∆t ) E { H ( Q ( τ ) ) Q ( t )= Q + ν ( Q ) ∆t} +
+λ∆t ∫ E { H ( Q ( τ ) ) Q ( t =
) Q − u} dF ( u ) + o ( ∆t =)
ϕ ( Q, t − ∆t=
) E H ( Q ( τ ) ) Q ( t − ∆t=) Q=

Q

0

Q

=

(1 − λ∆t ) ϕ ( Q + ν ( Q ) ∆t , t ) + λ∆t ∫ ϕ ( Q − u, t ) dF ( u ) + o ( ∆t )=
0

= ϕ ( Q, t ) + ν ( Q ) ∆t

∂ϕ ( Q, t )
∂Q

Q

− λ∆t ϕ ( Q, t ) + λ∆t ∫ ϕ ( Q − u , t ) dF ( u ) + o ( ∆t ) ,
0

which implies

−

∂ϕ ( Q, t )

= ν (Q )

∂ϕ ( Q, t )

∂t
So the adjoint equation is

∂P ( Q, t )
∂t

=−

∂Q

∂ {ν ( Q ) P ( Q, t )}
∂Q

Q

− λϕ ( Q, t ) + λ ∫ ϕ ( Q − u , t ) dF ( u ) .
0

∞

− λP ( Q, t ) + λ ∫ P ( Q + u, t ) dF ( u ).
0
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To solve (1) suppose that the values of Q(⋅) are large enough. The idea is to
consider some infinitesimal parameter ε so that the process ε 2 Q(⋅) is not
degenerate.
Denote
(2)
ν1 (Q ) = v ε 2Q , tε 2 = τ , Qε 2 = x(τ) + εy , P ( Q, t ) =Π ( y, τ, ε ) ,

( )

where x(⋅) is a differentiable function.

Let the limit lim Π ( y, τ, ε ) = Π ( y, τ) exists. Let ν1 (⋅) be a differentiable
ε →0

function, Π ( y, τ, ε ) be a differentiable function with respect to τ and twice
differentiable with respect to y .
By substituting (2) into (1) we obtain the equation

ε2

∂Π ( y, τ, ε )
∂τ

− εx′ ( τ )

∂Π ( y, τ, ε )
∂y

= −ε

∂
{ν1 ( x(τ) + εy ) Π ( y, τ, ε )} −
∂y

∞

− λΠ ( y, τ, ε ) + λ ∫ Π ( y + εu , τ, ε )dF (u ).

(3)

0

Rewrite (3)

ε2

= −ε

∂Π ( y, τ, ε )
∂τ

− εx′ ( τ )

∂Π ( y, τ, ε )
∂y

=

∂
ν1 ( x ( τ ) ) + εyν1′ ( x ( τ ) )  Π ( y, τ, ε ) − λΠ ( y, τ, ε ) +
∂y 

{

}

∞
∂Π ( y, τ, ε ) ε 2 u 2 ∂ 2 Π ( y, τ, ε ) 
2
+λ ∫ Π ( y, τ, ε ) + εu
+
 dF ( u ) + o ε .
2
∂y
2
∂y

0


( )

It follows

ε2

∂Π ( y, τ, ε )
∂τ

−ε 2 ν1′ ( x ( τ ) )

= ε  x′ ( τ ) − ν1 ( x ( τ ) ) + λa1 

∂ { yΠ ( y, τ, ε )}
∂y

+ ε2

∂y

−

2
λa2 ∂ Π ( y, τ, ε )
+ o ε2 .
2
2
∂y

Let function x ( ⋅) be a solution of the equation
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dx ( τ )

= ν1 ( x ( τ ) ) − λa1 .
dτ
Then function Π ( ⋅, ⋅) satisfies the Fokker-Planck equation
∂Π ( y, τ )
∂τ

= −ν1′ ( x ( τ ) )

∂ { yΠ ( y, τ )}
∂y

+

(5)

2
λa2 ∂ Π ( y, τ )
.
2
∂y 2

ε2Q ( t ) − x ( τ )
Consequently the process y ( τ, ε ) =
converges in distribution to
ε
the Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process y ( ⋅) as ε → 0 satisfying the following
stochastic differential equation

dy ( τ ) = ν1′ ( x ( τ ) ) yd τ + λa2 dw ( τ ) .

(6)

Let ν1 (⋅) be a twice differentiable function.
From (5) and (6) we get that the process
z ( τ )= x ( τ ) + εy ( τ )

(7)

satisfies

dz ( τ ) =

( ν1 ( z ) − λa1 ) d τ + ε

λa2 dw ( τ ) +

ε2
R2 d τ,
2

(8)

where R2 =− y 2 ν1′′ ( εyθ ) , 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1.
Indeed it is clear

dz ( τ ) = dx ( τ ) + εdy ( τ ) =

( ν1 ( x ( τ ) ) + εyν1′ ( x ( τ ) ) − λa1 ) d τ + ε

λa2 dw ( τ ) . (9)

By Taylor expansion with Lagrange remainder we obtain

ν1 ( z ) = ν1 ( x + εy ) = ν1 ( x ) + εyν1′ ( x ) +
By substituting

ν1 ( x ) + εyν1′ ( x ) = ν1 ( z ) −

ε2 2
y ν1′′ ( x + θεy ) .
2

ε2 2
y ν1′′ ( x + θεy )
2

obtain (8).
We use (2) and (7) to get asymptotic equation

ε 2 Q ( t )= x ( τ ) + εy ( τ )= z ( τ ) .
From (8) we get
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ε 2 dQ ( t ) =

( ν ( ε Q ) − λa ) d τ + ε
2

1

1

λa2 dw ( τ ) −

ε2
R2 d τ,
2

( )

which implies using ν ( Q ) =ν1 ε 2 Q

dQ ( t ) =

( ν ( Q ( t ) ) − λa1 ) dε2τ +

λa2

dw ( τ )
ε

1
− R2 d τ.
2

Since tε 2 =τ, we have the equation

dQ ( t ) =

( ν ( Q ( t ) ) − λa1 ) dt +

1
λa2 dw ( t ) − R2 d τ.
2

So approximately the equation holds

dQ(t ) =(ν(Q) − a1λ )dt + a2 λ dw(t ).
Because of the boundedness of Q ( ⋅) the stationary distribution exists

 2

p ( s ) = C ⋅ exp
∫ (ν( s) − a1λ )ds  ,
a
λ
 2


(10)

where C is the normalization constant.

3 Linear on/off control
If the inventory level Q ( ⋅) is above the some breakdown (base-stock) level

Qmax − Q0 we begin to deliver the product to outlets with a rate proportional to
the difference Q − (Qmax − Q0 ) to prevent the stock’s overflow. Thus
v0 , if Q < Qmax − Q0 ,
v(Q) = 
v0 − β ( Q − ( Qmax − Q0 ) ) , if Q > Qmax − Q0 ,

(11)

and v0 > a1λ, β > 0 .
The condition v0 > a1λ means that if the inventory level is below the base-stock
level, then the stock level is replenished in the mean, i.e., the warehouse
accumulates goods.
We use (10) and (11) to get
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 2

=
p ( x) C exp 
(v0 − a1λ) ( x − ( Qmax − Q0 ) )  , if x < Qmax − Q0 ;
 a2 λ

and
 2
=
p ( x) C exp 
(v0 − a1λ) ( x − ( Qmax − Q0 ) ) −
 a2 λ

(

−

2 
β ( x − ( Qmax − Q0 ) )  
, if x > Qmax − Q0 ,
 
2



where

C

−1

==

( ),

1 − 2bΦ (b) exp b 2
2d

v0 − a1λ
aλ
)
d=
> 0, b =
−d 2 < 0, Φ (b=
a2 λ
β
The expectation of the inventory level process is
1
=
E (Q)
1 − 2bΦ (b) exp b 2

( )

−Q0 −


1
b2
− 2b   Qmax − Q0 −

2d
d


∞

2
∫ exp ( −t )dt .

b

( Qmax −


b 
2
 .
 Φ (b) exp b −
2d  


( )

It’s variance is


1  2
1 + b2
+
Var (Q) =
b
2d 2 
1 − 2bΦ (b) exp b 2


( )


g (b)
=
.
 2d 2


(12)

The value b giving the minimal value of the variance (12) is

b0 ≈ −0.563,
The probability of the overflow is

g (b0 ) ≈ 0.734.

(13)

( )

d


2bΦ  b − Q0  exp b 2
b 

.
=
α P ( Q(t ) > Q
=
max )
2bΦ (b) exp b 2 − 1

( )

The probability (14) takes the maximal value under Q0 = 0
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α max =+
1

1

( )

2b0 Φ (b0 ) exp b02 − 1

.

We use (13) to compute α max ≈ 0, 68.
Minimal value of α under optimal control is





β0
d
α min =−2b03Φ  b0 − Qmax  exp b0 2 ≈ 0.48Φ  −0.563 +
Qmax  .


b0
a2 λ





( )

0α
given desirable α 0min is
Storage capacity Qmax

( (

)

0α
≈ Ψ 2.08α 0min + 0.563
Qmax

)

a2 λ
,
β0

(15)

where Ψ (⋅) is the inverse function of Φ (⋅) .
The probability of the stock-out (the warehouse is empty) is

γ =P(Q < 0) ==

exp ( −2d ( Qmax − Q0 ) )

( )

1 − 2bΦ (b) exp b 2

.

The optimal base-stock level given γ 0 is

Maximal value of γ is

2 ln b − ln γ 0
Qmax − Q0 = 0
.
2d

=
γ max

1

( )

1 − 2b0 Φ (b0 ) exp b02

≈ 0.316

under Q0 = Qmax .
Minimal value of γ is

=
γ min

exp ( −2dQmax )

( )

1 − 2b0 Φ (b0 ) exp b02

≈ 0.316 exp ( −2dQmax ) .

0γ
The optimal stock capacity Qmax
given desirable

0γ
≈−
Qmax

(

γ 0min is

ln 3.16 γ 0min
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0
Combining (15) and (16) we receive the storage capacity Qmax
making it

possible to choose α ∈ [ α min ; 0.68] and γ ∈ [ γ min ; 0.316]


0
Qmax
= max  Ψ 2.08α min + 0.563



( (

)

)

(

)


a2 λ ln 3.16 γ min 
,−
.

2d
β0


4 Conclusions
Trade-off between the probabilities of overflow and stock-out under linear
on/off control can be overcome only by increasing of stock’s capacity assuming
that the input flow is beyond our power.
Note also that the overflow’s probability α max =
0.68 more than twice as big as
the stock-out’s probability γ max =
0.316 under optimal control. So presumably
we need to consider more complicated, nonlinear models of controlled output
flow.
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Abstract. We have investigated the relations between 8 selected countries’ (USA,
Canada, Japan, Australia, Hongkong, Singapore, UK and France) daily returns of
the REIT (Real Estate Investment Trust) indexes in the time period January 3,
2000 – May 8, 2012, divided in 3 subperiods bounded by the recent global financial
market crises (July 1, 2008 – April 30, 2009). We have observed that in the postcrisis
subperiod the influence of the delayed values (by 1 day) of the returns of the US REIT
index on the REIT indexes of Japan and Australia greatly increased, while the same
effect did not take place for the remaining (even East Asian) REIT indexes. We used
the copula approach for fitting the optimal models for the investigated relations.
Keywords: Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT), Returns of REIT indices, Copula,
Archimedean copula, Reflection of copulas .

1

Introduction

The aim of this paper is to analyse the relations between the above mentioned
8 selected countries daily returns of the REIT (Real Estate Investment Trust)
indexes in different time periods, determined by the recent global financial
markets crises (July 1, 2008 – April 30, 2009). Our aim was to investigate the
influence of the (expectedly) dominant US Real Estate (RE) market (where the
crises has been initiated) on the remaining RE markets in the group, as well as
its development in the different considered time subperiods. From this point
of view, the most interesting change has been observed in the third (postcrisis)
subperiod with considerably stronger relations of the delayed (by 1 day) returns
of the US REIT index to the couple of returns of the Japan’s and Australia’s
REIT indexes in comparison to the returns of the remaining 6 REIT indexes.
The paper is organized as follows. The second section contains the results of
nonparametric correlation analyses (based on the Kendall coefficients) of the
returns of the considered group of REIT indexes that have been filtered (in
order to avoid a possible violation of the i.i.d. property) by ARMA–GARCH
models (separately in the individual subperiods of time). The third section is
devoted to a brief overview of the theory of copulas including the methodology
of their fitting to two–dimensional time series. The fourth section contains
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an overview of the best copula models for different time subperiods and selected significantly correlated pairs of returns of REIT indexes. Finally, some
conclusions are presented.

2

The results of nonparametric correlation analyses
of the returns of the REIT indexes filtered by
ARMA-GARCH models

The results for different time subperiods are contained in the following Tables 1,
2 and 3. The considered countries are represented by the following consecutive
number:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

USA
Canada
Australia
Japan
Hongkong
Singapore
France
UK.

countries
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
x
0.937
0.920
0.508
0.868
0.686
0.679
0.567

2
0.937
x
0.880
0.519
0.885
0.696
0.689
0.559

3
0.920
0.880
x
0.498
0.835
0.662
0.658
0.571

4
0.508
0.519
0.498
x
0.527
0.0.496
0.464
0.399

5
0.868
0.885
0.835
0.527
x
0.714
0.681
0.554

6
0.686
0.696
0.662
0.496
0.714
x
0.587
0.516

7
0.679
0.689
0.658
0.464
0.681
0.587
x
0.565

8
0.567
0.559
0.571
0.399
0.554
0.516
0.565
x

Table 1. The values of the Kendall’s correlation coefficient τ for the first (precrisis)
time period

We can observe that all values of the Kendall correlation coefficients are
(quite surprisingly) high during the first two subperiods. They also remain
quite high in the third period for the group comprising Canada (2), Hongkong
(5), Singapore (6), France (7) and UK (8) as well as for the couple Australia
(3) and Japan (4). However, their values for the remaining couple of countries
are considerably diminished.
Realizing that there exists a time lag between the (presumably) most influential US RE market and another considered RE markets (except for Canada),
we also calculated the values of the Kendall correlation coefficients for the delayed (by 1 day) values of the returns of the US REIT index with the other
returns of REIT indexes that are presented in the Table 4. We see that their
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countries
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
x
0.377
0.301
0.267
0.313
0.328
0.350
0.306

2
0.377
x
0.692
0.549
0.868
0.731
0.515
0.391

3
0.301
0.692
x
0.535
0.667
0.716
0.486
0.397

4
0.267
0.549
0.535
x
0.586
0.556
0.488
0.378

5
0.313
0.868
0.667
0.586
x
0.707
0.503
0.365

6
0.328
0.731
0.716
0.556
0.707
x
0.496
0.419

7
0.350
0.515
0.486
0.488
0.503
0.496
x
0.626

8
0.306
0.391
0.397
0.378
0.365
0.419
0.626
x

Table 2. The values of the Kendall’s correlation coefficient τ for the second (crisis)
time period
countries
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
x
0.047
0.111
0.061
0.057
0.078
0.220
0.221

2
0.047
x
-0.005
-0.004
0.898
0.828
0.613
0.584

3
0.111
-0.005
x
0.222
0.013
0.052
0.059
0.087

4
0.061
-0.004
0.222
x
0.018
0.064
0.062
0.073

5
0.057
0.898
0.013
0.018
x
0.840
0.622
0.594

6
0.078
0.828
0.052
0.064
0.840
x
0.643
0.617

7
0.220
0.613
0.059
0.062
0.622
0.643
x
0.736

8
0.221
0.584
0.087
0.073
0.594
0.617
0.736
x

Table 3. The values of the Kendall’s correlation coefficient τ for the third (postcrisis)
time period

values are very low in comparison with the corresponding values of the Kendall
correlation coefficients of nondelayed values of the returns of the US REIT
index with the returns of the another considered REIT indexes for the first
2 subperiods (while reaching considerably higher levels in the third subperiod
only for the pairs with Australia (3) and Japan (4)).

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

03/01/2000–31/07/2008 01/08/2008–30/04/2009 01/05/2009–08/05/2012
0.011
0.004
-0.002
0.009
0.091
0.241
0.009
0.191
0.276
0.008
0.023
0.012
0.009
0.065
0.053
0.003
0.154
0.059
-0.016
0.175
0.080

Table 4. The values of the Kendall’s correlation coefficient τ for the delayed values
(by 1 day) of the returns of the US REIT index with those of the other considered
countries in different subperiods of time
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3

Theoretical concepts

Let (X, Y ) be a 2–dimensional random vector with a joint distribution FXY and
marginal distribution functions FX , FY . We will use the standard definition
of a copula (see e.g., Joe[4], Nelsen[7]) C(u, v) : [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] satisfying
FXY (x, y) = C(FX (x), FY (y))

(1)

and corresponding density function (if C is absolutely continuous)
c(u, v) =

∂2
C(u, v).
∂u ∂v

(2)

In our subsequent investigations, we mainly utilize four copula families of
Archimedean class: Gumbel, strict Clayton, Frank and Joe BB1 (see e.g., Embrechts et al.[2], Joe[4], Nelsen[7]). Recall that their are given by the following
expressions.
• Gumbel family
θ

CθG (u, v) = exp−((− ln u)

1

+(− ln v)θ ) θ

(3)

where θ > 1. Let us note that C1G (u, v) = Π(u, v) = u · v.
• Strict Clayton family (Kimeldorf and Sampson)
CθC (u, v) = u−θ + v −θ − 1

 −1
θ

(4)

for θ > 0, C0C (u, v) = Π (u, v) = u · v.
To enrich the classes of considered models, we also consider the classes of Frank
and Joe BB1 copulas.
• Frank family


1
(1 − e−θu )(1 − e−θv )
CθF (u, v) = − log 1 −
θ
(1 − e−θ )

(5)

for θ > 0, C0F (u, v) = Π(u, v) = u · v.
• Joe’s family
CθJ (u, v) = 1 − (1 − u)θ + (1 − v)θ − (1 − u)θ (1 − v)θ

1/θ

(6)

for θ ≥ 1.
A rich overview of Archimedean copulas is presented in Embrechts et al.[2],
Genest and Favre[3], Joe[4] and Nelsen[7].
Let us recall that for a given copula C(u, v) the lower (left) and upper
(right) tail dependence coefficients are defined by
λL (C) = lim P r (FY (y) ≤ δ | FX (x) ≤ δ) = lim
δ→0

δ→0

= lim P r (FX (x) ≤ δ | FY (y) ≤ δ)
δ→0
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and
2δ − 1 + C(1 − δ, 1 − δ)
=
δ→0
δ
(8)

λR (C) = lim P r (FY (y) ≥ 1 − δ | FX (x) ≥ 1 − δ) = lim
δ→0

= lim P r (FX (x) ≥ 1 − δ | FY (y) ≥ 1 − δ) .
δ→0

It is well known (see e.g. Joe[4] or Nelsen[7]) that the Gumbel copula CθG ,
Clayton copula CθC and Joe copula CθJ satisfy the relation
λL (CθG ) = 0,

1

λR (CθG ) = 2 − 2 θ ,
1

λL (CθC ) = 2− θ ,
and
λL (CθJ ) = 0,

λR (CθC ) = 0,
1

λR (CθJ ) = 2 − 2 θ .

It is also well known (see Embrechts et al[2]) that the values of λR and λL
for Frank copulas are equal to 0.
We follow the approach of Patton[10] and consider a so–called survival copula derived from a given copula C(u, v) corresponding to the couple (X, Y )
by
SC(u, v) = u + v − 1 + C(1 − u, 1 − v)
(9)
which is the copula related to the couple (−X, −Y ) with the marginal distribution functions
F−X (x) = 1 − FX (−x+ ) and F−Y (y) = 1 − FY (−y + ).

(10)

Obviously, if a copula C represents the right or left tail dependence, its
survival copula SC represents the opposite one.
Convex combinations of copulas and corresponding survival copulas has
been successfully applied for modelling of exchange rates dependences (e.g. in
Patton [10] and Ning[8], [9]).
Applying reflections of copulas (left, right and composed), we can construct
new copulas that exhibit interesting properties concerning additional coefficients of tail dependencies (see Komornı́k and Komornı́ková[5,6]).
It is well known that for the convex sums of copulas, the corresponding
density function is the convex sum (with the same weights) of incoming density
functions. The same kind of mixing property holds for the above mentioned
coefficients of tail dependencies.
3.1

Fitting of copulas

In practical fitting of the data we have utilized the maximum pseudolikelihood
method (MPL) of parameter estimation (with initial parameters estimates received by the minimalization of the mean square distance to the empirical
copula Cn presented e.g. in Genest and Favre[3]). It requires that the copula
2
Cθ (u, v) is absolutely continuous with density cθ (u, v) = ∂u∂ ∂v Cθ (u, v). This
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method (described e.g. in Genest and Favre[3]) involves maximizing a rankbased log-likelihood of the form
L(θ) =

n
X


 
Si
Ri
;
ln cθ
n+1 n+1
i=1

where n is the sample size, Ri stands for the rank of Xi among X1 , . . . , Xn , Si
stands for the rank of Yi among Y1 , . . . , Yn and θ is vector of parameters in the
Si
Ri
, n+1
equal to the corresponding values of
model. Note that arguments n+1
the empirical marginal distributional functions of random variables X and Y.

4

Application to real data modelling by copula models

We considered models from Frank (CθF ), Joe (CθJ ), strict Clayton (CθC ) and
Gumbel (CθG ) families and their pairwise convex combinations (we will call
them mixed 2 families copulas as well as the convex combinations with their
survival copulas (we will call them mixed 1 family copulas).
For selecting the optimal models we applied the Kolmogorov – Smirnov
Anderson–Darling (KSAD, for which we use the abbreviation AD) test statistic defined e.g. in Berg and Bakken[1] (for which we also constructed a GoF
simulation based test), when comparing models with their submodels and different families of models.
Surprisingly, quite successful in this selection process (especially for the
crisis period) have been symmetric Gumbel model of the type

0.5 CθG + SCθG
(that have equal values of the left and right tail dependence coefficients λL and
λR ).
The best fitted copulas for selected couples for the first subperiods are
presented in Table 5 (with the returns of the nondelayed US REIT index) and
Table 6 contains the results for the third subperiod (with the returns of the US
REIT index delayed by 1 day).
4.1

Best models for the first period.

In this period, we identified only one symmetric Gumbel type model (for the
couple Japan & Hongkong). Several optimal models have the form of mixed 1
family copulas. However, quite many optimal models for this period have the
form of convex combinations of strict Clayton copulas with Gumbel copulas.
4.2

Best models for the second period.

For the crisis period we can observe mainly optimal models in the form of mixed
Gumbel copulas, many of them symmetric. Exceptionally, for the couple of
Canada & Hongkong, the optimal copula is of the Gumbel type.
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Couple
1&2
1&3
1&4
1&5
2&3
2&5
3&5
4&5
5&6
7&8

03/01/2000–31/07/2008
α · CθG1 + (1 − α) · SCθG2
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · CθG2
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · CθG2
α · CθJ1 + (1 − α) · SCθJ2
α · CθJ1 + (1 − α) · SCθJ2
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · CθG2
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · SCθC2
0.5 (CθG + SCθG )
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · CθG2
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · CθG2

01/08/2008–30/04/2009
α · CθG1 + (1 − α) · SCθG2
0.5 (CθG + SCθG )
0.5 (CθG + SCθG )
0.5 (CθG + SCθG )
0.5 (CθG + SCθG )
CθG
α · CθG1 + (1 − α) · SCθG2
0.5 (CθG + SCθG )
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · SCθC2
α · CθG1 + (1 − α) · SCθG2

Table 5. The overview of optimal types of copulas for selected pairs of the (filtered)
returns of REIT indexes for precrisis and crisis subperiods (with the returns of the
nondelayed US REIT index)
Couple
1&3
1&4
5&6
5&7
5&8
6&7
6&8
7&8

01/05/2009–08/05/2012
α · CθJ1 + (1 − α) · SCθJ2
α · CθG1 + (1 − α) · SCθG2
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · CθG2
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · SCθC2
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · SCθC2
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · CθG2
α · CθC1 + (1 − α) · CθG2
0.5 (CθG1 + SCθG2 )

Table 6. The overview of optimal types of copulas for selected pairs of the (filtered)
returns of REIT indexes for postcrisis subperiod (with the returns of the US REIT
index delayed by 1 day)

4.3

Best models for the third period.

Here we can observe just one symmetric Gumbel optimal model (for the couple France & UK), several mixed 2 families models (for Joe BB1, Clayton
and Gumbel families) as well as convex combinations of Clayton and Gumbel
copulas.

5

Concluding remarks

This paper uses copula models to examine the dependence structure between
returns of international RE markets in 3 different time periods (separated by
the recent financial crisis). The paper employs Archimedean and mixed copula
models of Clayton, Gumbel, Frank and Joe families as well as their survival
copulas. The flexibility of using mixed copulas is that it allows us to capture different structures among variables, including both right and/or left tail
dependence structure at the same time.
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Our results prove that using copula, especially mixed copula, to capture
dependency is a useful and flexible approach. There are several opportunities
for future research, such as extending the number of REIT indices and/or
examining the relationship between different investment in commodity markets,
bond and stock markets, using the proposed method in this paper (possibly also
with an extended range of copula families, for example asymmetric logistic
model copula (ALM), and mixed asymmetric logistic model copula (MALM)).
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Abstract. Motion Detectors (MD) utilizing one digital camera, are well-known and
widely used for detection of physical objects intrusion into protected zone. However,
one-camera MD operation is limited to the protection of 2D region of fixed size, which
significantly limit practical usage of MD of this kind. Stereo Motion Detectors (SMD
utilizing two video cameras, can detect physical violation of the user specified 3D
volume, but, as it was shown by earlier research, two-camera setup has low reliability for
some motion paths, which lower total SMD reliability. In this research reliability of
Multi-Camera Motion Detector (MCMD was evaluated by using Monte-Carlo software
simulator (implemented by using MAPLE script). Reliability of a number of practically
interested setups was analyzed.
Keywords: Image Processing, 3D Imaging, Stereo Camera, Motion Detector, MonteCarlo simulation, MAPLE

1 Introduction
Motion Detectors (MD) utilizing one digital camera, are well-known and widely
used for detection of physical objects intrusion into protected zone [1]. For most
MD any significant change in the content of the frame grabbed by digital
camera is treated as “security violation event”. This means that MD operation is
limited to the protection of 2D region of fixed size, which significantly limits
practical usage of MD. Stereo Motion Detectors (SMD) utilizing two video
cameras, can detect physical violation of the user specified 3D volume [2,3],
but, as it was shown by earlier research, two-camera setup has low reliability for
some motion paths, which lower total SMD reliability [4]. Constantly dropping
prices on high-resolution digital cameras makes implementation of MultiCamera Motion Detector (MCMD) practical, at least for the case of 3 or 4
digital cameras [5]. It seems obvious that increase in the number of cameras
increases MCMD reliability, however, not every multi-camera setup is
practically feasible because of camera(s) calibration need. Operation of SMD
and MCMD in most cases requires some kind of calibration, which, in some
cases, is problematic in the real-life conditions. Hence, it would be preferable to
utilize setups that can be aligned during assembly, thus, effectively eliminating
need for "after-assembly" calibration. In order to evaluate accuracy and
reliability of the selected "aligned" MCMD setup, software simulator was
designed and implemented by using MAPLE.
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2 SMD and MCMD Exemplary Setups
Simple exemplary scene selected for this research is shown on Fig. 1. “Gold
Ring” is the object to be protected. No “alarm” must be raised when visitors are
moving in the vicinity of the “Glass barrier”. “Alarm” must be raised only if the
physical object (say, hand of the visitor) is moving through the plane of the
“Glass Barrier”.

Fig. 1. Exemplary scene.

Fig. 2. Exemplary two-camera (SMD) Configuration
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On the Fig. 2 exemplary two-camera (stereo) SMD setup is presented. This
setup was analyzed in the previous work [3, 4]. Important that main optical axes
of both cameras pass point “O” (origin) selected by operator during alignment
step. This alignment can be easily achieved with adequate accuracy by using
motorized cameras (as shown in Fig. 2).
Fig. 3 presents geometry of SMD setup in the XY plane (created by points
{“A”, “B”, “O”}). From this figure relations between physical coordinates
{X,Y} of the exemplary point “T” and columns of the image of the point “T” on
the sensors of the Left and Right cameras {ColR, ColR} can be derived (Fig.4).
Camera parameters {W, FL, FR, ps} are known from camera specifications. In
the frames of “Alignment Instead of Calibration” approach, geometric distances
of the setup (like AC, BC) are not measured, but assumed as known with some
tolerance.

Fig.3. Two-camera Setup Geometry (XY Plane)

Fig.4. Equations {X,Y}  {ColL, ColR}
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Geometry of the setup in the Z plane and relevant equations are trivial (standard
lens equations) and thus not shown here.
By using equations presented on the Fig. 4 and equations for the Z plane, we
can evaluate physical coordinates of the exemplary point “T” {X,Y,Z} by row
and columns of the image of this point on the sensors of both cameras
{RowL, ColL} and {RowR, ColR}.
When point “T” is moving, {RowL, ColL} and {RowR, ColR} are changing,
and thus, we can detect if motion in the user specified region was happen.
However, from the analysis of Fig.2 and Fig. 3 can be seen that if point T is
moving in the direction close to the direction optical axis of the (say) Left
camera, changes of {RowL, ColL} and very small. In this case, 3D motion
detection become non-reliable: actually, 3D two-camera setup operates as 2D
one-camera setup.
In attempt to eliminate the problem of this directional sensitivity, three-camera
MCMD setup (see Fig. 5) was tested. It is clear, that three cameras operates like
three SMD: SMD#1 (Left and Right Cameras), SMD#2 (Left and Central
Cameras), SMD#3 (Central and Right Cameras). In this situation, motion in the
direction of the optical axis of (say) Left camera makes operation of the SMD#1
and SMD#2 non-reliable, but SMD#3 operates in the reliable way. So, in case
one of tree SMD raises “alarm”, violation is considered as detected.
In order to validate this statement for the selected scene and for the selected
setup in the quantitative manner, Monte-Carlo software simulation was
executed.

Fig. 5. Exemplary three-camera MCMD Configuration
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3 Monte-Carlo Simulation Procedure
In order to evaluate the feasibility of the selected “Alignment Instead of
Calibration” approach, for the MCMD configuration in test, MAPLE-based
software simulations were performed. On the first stage, developed simulator
calculates series of digital images of the objects of the scene including
“violating object” for all three cameras. By using calculated coordinates of the
“violating object” in accordance with selected “violation path”, pseudo-video of
the violation is generated for all three cameras as a sequence of digital images
(frames) in accordance with equations presented on Fig. 4. The simplest onecamera motion detector detects motion of the “violating object” by processing
images created as pixel-by-pixel differences of the consequent frames. In case
no changes in the scene happened, difference image is “black”. Practically,
camera noise is present. This noise is one of the factors leading to lower
reliability
of
the
camera-based
motion
detector
[1].
On the next step, positions of “non-black” regions of two cameras images are
used to evaluate {row-column} pairs and their correspondent {X, Y, Z}
coordinates. In case any of {X, Y, Z} is inside the user defined protection zone,
“alarm” must be raised. Simulator takes into account camera' parameters and
noise, effect of digitization and assembly errors of MCMD setup. Well-known
mathematical models of different 3D setups cannot be used directly to evaluate
accuracy and reliability of MCMD, because a number of parameters cannot be
measured exactly for non-calibrated setup. Thus, classical Monte-Carlo
approach was used to evaluate accuracy and reliability of the MCMD
configuration in test. Simulator is operated a number of times, while, for every
simulation run, values of the selected set of setup parameters are modified in a
pseudo-random way. User can select parameters and assembly tolerances of the
selected MCMD setup, geometry of 3D volume to be protected, intrusion object
size and its motion path. As stated before, first unit of this simulator generates
plurality of digital images in the situation when 3D object of specified size and
shape is moving over specified 3D path. First unit utilizes a pseudo-random set
of parameters – emulating assembly errors. “Restoration” is executed by
operating the second simulator unit using “exact” setup parameters – as if
assembly was ideal. This organization enables to estimate as accuracy as
reliability of the “Alignment Instead of Calibration” approach. Simulation
results in evaluation of the "true positive", "true negative", "false positive" and
"false negative" of the selected setup. Additionally, results of simulations can be
organized as a set of 2D and 3D plots enabling to recommend customer-tailored
MCMD configuration for the specified volume to be protected.
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4. Simulation Results
It is clear that absence of calibration leads to “Fast Positive Error”: protected
volume was not violated, but “alarm” was raised. One of the goals of the
Monte-Carlo simulator was to evaluate “False Positive Rate” (FPR).
In the following example FPR was evaluated for the distances AC, BC, OC 5m
with 2% tolerance (10 cm assembly error). Camera with 10 mm (10% tolerance)
lens having VGA resolution was used. Error in point “O” alignment was set as
10 pixels; error of motion detector was set to 10 pixels. Simulator was operated
5000 runs. In case “dangerous zone margin” was set to 1cm, FPR value was
0.42 (that is in 2088 of 5000 cases motion detector generated false “alarm” –
which is unacceptable). However, for the “dangerous zone margin” 10 cm, FPR
was 0 (for all 5000 runs result was correct). For the specific example (see
exemplary scene of Fig. 1) 10 cm accuracy can be considered as more than
adequate.

Conclusions
Monte-Carlo simulator enables to evaluate accuracy and reliability of the threecamera MCMD, thus, eliminating the need for the tedious field tests. Accuracy
and reliability of the three-camera MCMD in the selected exemplary
configuration was estimated as adequate for the exemplary practical scene
presented at Fig. 1. Usage of modern high-resolution cameras will additionally
increase accuracy and reliability of MCMD.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the application of BPSO (Binary Particle Swarm
Optimization), EPSO (Essential Particle Swarm Optimization) and EPSOq (Essential
Particle Swarm Optimization queen) to the Multidimensional Knapsack Problem (MKP)
which is well-known to be NP-hard Combinatorial Optimization problem. The
particularity of this paper consists in proposing a novel random number generator based
on the Chi-squared distribution for the particles' positions and velocities in the
initialization step. A repair operator is also utilized to change an unfeasible solution to a
feasible one. The performance assessment of the BPSO, EPSO and EPSOq is a critical
point in this paper. That is why, we experiment these approaches on a variety of MKP
instances from OR-Library. Then, we compare our results with those of other previous
works and with the best known results in the literature.
Keywords: MKP, PSO, Chi-squared distribution, randomness, repair operator,
performance.

1 Introduction
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is one of the evolutionary optimization
methods inspired by nature which include evolutionary strategy (ES),
evolutionary programming (EP), genetic algorithm (GA), and genetic
programming (GP). PSO was originally designed and introduced by Eberhart
and Kennedy [7], [9] in 1995. It is a population based search algorithm based on
the simulation of the social behaviour of birds, bees or a school of fishes.
The PSO algorithm is based on the exchange of information between
individuals, so called particles, of the population, so called swarm. Indeed, each
particle adjusts its own position towards its previous experience and towards the
best previous position obtained in the swarm. Memorizing its best own position
establishes the particle’s experience implying a local search along with global
search emerging from the neighboring experience or the experience of the whole
swarm.
PSO has gained widespread appeal amongst researchers and has been shown to
offer good performance and efficiency in a variety of application domains such
as power and voltage control (Abido [1]), mass-spring system (Brandstatter and
Baumgartner [4]), and task assignment (Salman et al. [13]). The comprehensive
survey of the PSO algorithms and applications can be found in Kennedy and
Eberhart [11].
Particle swarm optimization was first introduced as an optimization method for
solving continuous problem. Later, Kennedy and Eberhart [10], proposed a
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binary version of PSO (BPSO) to accommodate discrete binary variables and
allow it to operate in a binary problem space. A particle moves in a search space
restricted to 0 or 1 on each dimension.
Since the performance ability of BPSO is not good enough, several improved
versions of BPSO have been proposed to modify the velocity vector when
binary variables are involved. Recently, Chen et al. [5] proposed a modified
version of BPSO, so called Essential Particle Swarm Optimization (EPSO). In
this research work, authors dismantle the BPSO algorithm qualitatively,
breaking it into its essential components and then reinterpreting it in another
ways as new program. After, as pheromone array in Ant Colony Optimization
(Alaya et al. [2]), they introduce the queen informant particle in EPSO. They
identify this implementation of this idea with the acronym EPSOq that is
considered as another improved version of BPSO.
This paper deals with the application of BPSO, EPSO and EPSOq in the field of
Combinatorial Optimization (CO) problems, which is a quite rare field tackled
by PSO. The constrained problem discussed in this paper is the well-known to
be NP-hard CO problem. The 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problem (MKP),
which consists in selecting a subset of n given objects (or items) in such a way
that the total profit of the selected objects is maximized while a set of knapsack
constraints are satisfied. More formally, the MKP01 can be stated as follows:
Max
(MKP)

s.s

(1)
;

(2)
(3)

Equation (1) describes the objective function for the MKP. Each of the m
constraints described in condition (2) is called a knapsack constraint, so the
MKP is also called the m-dimensional knapsack problem. Let M= {1, 2, ...,m}
and N = {1, 2, ..., n}, with > 0 for all i M and
≥ 0 for all i M, j N, a
well-stated MKP assumes that

> 0 and

≤

<

for all i M, j N.

MKP is one of the most intensively studied discrete programming problems,
mainly because its simple structure which can be seen as a general model for
any kind of binary problems with positive coefficients.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm which applies the BPSO, EPSO and
EPSOq approaches for solving the 0-1MKP. This is achieved by using a
generator based on the Chi-squared distribution in order to generate particles
well-varied in the research space during the initialization phase.
This algorithm has also the advantage of using a repair operator based on the
pseudo-utility ratios derived from the surrogate duality approach to guarantee
generating feasible solutions.
The performance assessment of the BPSO, EPSO and EPSOq is a critical point
in this paper. That is why, we experiment these approaches on a very large
variety of bigger size MKP01 instances from OR-Library, which are considered
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to be rather difficult for optimization approaches. Then, we compare our results
with the best known ones in the literature (Angelelli et al. [3], Chu and Beasley
[6], Vasquez and Vimont [14]).

2 BPSO Methods for MKP Resolution
Since we have found any literature concerning neither the EPSO nor EPSOq
algorithm applied to the 0-1 MKP problems, we select some bigger size MKP
instances from OR-Library to assess their performance, and we compare their
results not only with that of the BPSO but also with the best known profits in
the literature. To make a fair comparison, we set the same ring topology as the
neighborhood structure with number of neighbors set to 2 for the three PSO
improved versions. The parameters given in (Chen et al. [5]) are regarded as
optimal for our algorithm. That is why; we conserve their values even for
BPSO. We also use the same initialization generator for the particles position
and the same reparation method for the unfeasible solutions. These methods are
described as follows:
Initialization method: Monte Carlo methods use the computer together with
the generation of random numbers and mathematical models to generate
statistical results that be able to simulate and experiment with the behavior of
various business, engineering and scientific systems. Monte Carlo simulations
usually use the application of random numbers that are uniformly distributed
over the interval [0, 1]. These uniformly distributed random numbers are
employed in order to obtain stochastic variables from various probability
distributions. These stochastic variables can then be useful to approximate the
behavior of worthwhile system variables.
Indeed, most computer languages have form of random number generator that
generates uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and 1. Almost these
random number generators use modulo-arithmetic so as to generate numbers
that appear to be uniformly distributed. As a result, the random number
generators are called pseudorandom number generators since they are not really
random. They only simulate the behavior of a uniformly distributed random
number on the interval [0, 1].
As an example, we apply in the present paper the chi-square goodness of fit test
to the random number generator associated with JAVA our computer
programming language in order to initialize the particles positions. We try to
build a computer program to generate, for instance, 1000 random numbers
between 0 and 1. We can then divided the interval 0 to 1 into 10 classes using
the intervals (0, .1), (.1, .2), …, (.9, 1.0) and then we sort the 1000 random
numbers to precise the number in each class. These values are the observed
frequencies designed by the experiment. If the pseudorandom number generator
is truly uniform, then the theoretical frequency associated with each class would
have a value of 100.
So, for each position bit, a number will be generated thanks to this approach and
consequently, it will be rounded either 0 or 1. This method would be very
helpful in creating a swarm whose particles are well-scattered in the search
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space and even quick not only for the particles positions initialization step but
also for the particles velocities start up.
Reparation method: Usually, in PSO, a given particle is dynamically attracted
by the social and the cognitive components. Therefore, during evolution towards
the best global solution, the algorithm can pass through regions of unfeasible
solutions.
Indeed, an unfeasible particle now can be changed to a feasible one later. A
particle representing an unfeasible solution is allowed to exist in the swarm.
PSO usually makes use of penalty function technique in order to reduce the
constrained problem to an unconstrained problem by imposing a penalty to the
fitness of such particle (Hu and Eberhart [8]).
Instead of this methodology, we incorporate the heuristic repair operator
suggested in (Kong and Tian [12]) specially designed for MKP. The repair
operator utilizes the notion of the pseudo-utility ratios that is explained in the
following equation:
=
(4)
where w=(
) is a set of surrogate multipliers (or weights) of some
positive real numbers. To obtain reasonably good surrogate weights we can
solve the LP relaxation of the original MKP and utilize the values of the dual
variables as the weights. Otherwise,
is set equal to the shadow price of the
constraint in the LP relaxation of the MKP.
A brief description behind this reparation method is given as follows: The first
phase, which is called DROP phase, changes the value of each bit of the
solution from one to zero in increasing order of if feasibility is violated. The
second phase, so called ADD phase, reverses the process by changing each bit
from zero to one in decreasing order of as long as feasibility is not violated.
Adopting this procedure, we are able to solve the problem of an unfeasible
particle existence in the search space.

3 Computational Results and Discussions
Combining all the ideas described above, we aggregate the BPSO, EPSO and
EPSOq in a unique algorithm applied on a variety large MKP instances with
maximum number of cycles of n, where n is the objects number. Indeed, we
concentrated in MKP instances with m {5, 10, 30} constraints, n {100, 250,
500} variables and
{0.25, 0.5, 0.75} tightness ratios. Experiments were
performed in an Intel® Core ™ i5 with 4 Gb of RAM and 2.67 GHz CPU.
The following table reports just the test results of some instances.
The first column indicates the instance name, the second column is the bestknown solutions and the next 3 columns record the fitness average and its CPU
time average in seconds of BPSO, EPSO and EPSOq respectively over 30 runs.
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Table.1: Comparison of results obtained by BPSO, EPSO, EPSOq and the
optimal known solutions
From this table and for all the 270 instances of MKP that we tested and which
are considered to be rather difficult for optimization approaches, Our
experiments show that BPSO, EPSO and EPSOq are able to find good solutions.
But, it is obvious that EPSOq outperforms BPSO and even EPSO with better
solution quality, and with quick convergence to satisfied solution, as the size of
the problem increases.
In fact, incorporating the queen informant in the EPSO doesn’t increase the
number of function evaluations because it was added just a new informer that
only offers information to the other particles. Moreover, the initialization
generator based on the Chi-squared distribution achieves a higher exploration of
solutions at the start of algorithm and the repair operator plays a critical role in a
higher exploitation near the global optimum solutions at the end of algorithm.
We also compare the EPSOq fitness with the best known solutions in the
literature. Indeed, the average performance of EPSOq for the 270 instances
considered was 1.028% of the known optimum. This reveals that PSO can
perform well for this class of combinatorial problem, even for large instances.
That is, EPSOq seems to be efficient in navigating the hyper-surface of the
search space and finding good solutions (and, sometimes, the best solution). It is
also as competitive as the existing discrete PSO approaches for the MKP thanks
to the initialization generator, the repair operator and the queen informant.

4 Conclusions
This paper presents the application of the BPSO, EPSO and EPSOq on the 0-1
multidimensional knapsack problem.
The particles positions are initialized using a random number generator based on
the Chi-squared distribution in the aim to obtain a swarm well-varied. To tackle
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the problem of the movement to regions at very large distances from the main
swarm or even outside the search space, we implement the reparation method
using the notion of the pseudo-utility ratios. So as to evaluate the effectiveness
and viability of these discrete binary PSO versions, we take many large MKP
instances from OR-Library to test its performance. Indeed, its simulation results
are compared with the best known solutions. The EPSOq results were close and
sometimes equal to the optimal solution known, even considering that the
parameters were not optimized. These experiments were not optimal. Little
effort was taken to find the best parameters. In future versions, we will do our
best in these aspects. Eventually, the EPSOq is seemed as a new path for
building a fast and easy discrete PSO by its smart representation.
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Abstract
In recent years there has been an increasing interest in developing the theory and
applications of geometric stable distributions. The class of geometric stable distributions is
a four-parameter family of distributions denoted by GS (σ, β, µ) and conveniently
α

described in terms of characteristic function

1 − iβsign(t) tan(πα / 2) if α ≠ 1

Φ(t) =
where ϖα,β (t) = 
2
α
α
1 + iβ sign(t) log t
if α = 1.
1 + σ t ϖ (t) − iµt

α ,β
π

1

The parameter α ∈ ( 0, 2 ] is the index of stability and determines the tail of the distribution.
These classes of distributions arise as a limiting distribution of geometric random sums of
independent and identically distributed random variables. Since the geometric random
sums frequently appear in many applied problems in various areas, the geometric stable
distributions have wide variety of applications especially in the field of reliability, biology,
economics, financial mathematics etc. When β = 0, µ = 0 , the geometric stable distribution
have the characteristic function Φ(t) =

1
1 + σα t

α

, and the corresponding distribution is

called Linnik distribution and is named after Ju.V.Linnik, who showed that the above
function is a bona fide characteristic function of a symmetric distribution for any 0 < α ≤ 2 .
It may be noted that probability density and distribution functions of the Linnik random
variable are not in closed form except for α = 2 , which corresponds to the Laplace
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distribution. The Laplace distribution is symmetric, and there were several asymmetric
extensions in generalizing the Laplace distribution.
In this paper we introduce and study new classes of distributions, namely Pakes
generalized asymmetric Linnik distribution and geometric Pakes generalized asymmetric
Linnik distribution. First order autoregressive process with Geometric Pakes generalized
asymmetric Linnik distribution as marginal distribution is developed. Higher order
extensions are discussed. A bivariate distribution related to geometric Pakes asymmetric
Laplace and Linnik distribution is introduced and bivariate time series model corresponding
to this distribution is developed.
Key words: Autoregressive process, Geometric infinite divisibility, Geometric exponential
distribution, Geometric marginal asymmetric Laplace and Linnik distribution, Geometric
Pakes generalized asymmetric Linnik distribution, Geometric Stable distribution.
1. Introduction
In recent years there has been an increasing interest in developing the theory and
applications of geometric stable distributions. The class of geometric stable distributions is
a four-parameter family of distributions denoted by GS (σ, β, µ) and conveniently
α

described in terms of characteristic function
1 − iβ sign(t) tan( πα / 2) if α ≠ 1

Φ(t) =
where ϖ (t) = 
2
α
α ,β
1 + iβ sign(t) log t
if α = 1.
1 + σα t ϖ (t) − iµt

α ,β
π


1

The parameter α ∈ ( 0, 2] is the index of stability and determines the tail of the distribution.
These classes of distributions arise as a limiting distribution of geometric random sums of
independent and identically distributed random variables. Since the geometric random
sums frequently appear in many applied problems in various areas (see Gnedenko and
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Korolev (1996)), the geometric stable distributions have wide variety of applications
especially in the field of reliability, biology, economics, financial mathematics etc.
When β = 0, µ = 0 , the geometric stable distribution have the characteristic function

Φ(t) =

1
α

1 + σα t

, and the corresponding distribution is called Linnik distribution and is

named after Ju.V.Linnik, who showed that the above function is a bona fide characteristic
function of a symmetric distribution for any 0 < α ≤ 2 . The probability density function of
the

Linnik

random
πα
2
π

sin
representation f (x) =
α

variable
∞

∫
0

when

σ =1

has

the

υα exp( − υ x )
dυ for x > 0 and for x < 0,
πα
1 + υ2α + 2υα cos
2

f (x) = f (− x) . It may be noted that probability density and distribution functions of the
α

α

Linnik random variable are not in closed form except for α = 2 , which corresponds to the
Laplace distribution. The Laplace distribution is symmetric, and there were several
asymmetric extensions in generalizing the Laplace distribution. Kozubowski and Podgórski
(2000) studied asymmetric Laplace (AL) distribution with characteristic function
Φ(t) =

1
1 + σ2 t 2 − i µ t

, −∞ < µ < ∞, σ ≥ 0 , and discussed applications of it in the fields of

financial mathematics. Kotz et al. (2001) discussed a new class of distributions, namely
generalized

asymmetric


1
Φ (t) = 
 1 + σ2 t 2 − i µ t


Laplace

distributions,

with

characteristic

function

τ


 , −∞ < µ < ∞, σ, τ ≥ 0 . By specifying τ = 1 , σ = 0 and µ > 0 , we



have an exponential distribution with mean µ and obtain symmetric Laplace distribution if
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τ = 1 , µ = 0 and σ ≠ 0 . When σ = 0 , the function reduced to characteristic function of a
gamma variable with the scale parameter µ and the shape parameter τ .
In this paper we introduce and study new classes of distributions, namely Pakes
generalized asymmetric Linnik distribution and geometric Pakes generalized asymmetric
Linnik distribution. In Section 2 we introduce Pakes generalized asymmetric Linnik
distribution and obtain the representation of the random variable. In Section 3 we
introduce and study geometric Pakes generalized asymmetric Linnik distribution. Time
series model equivalent to TEAR (1) model discussed in Lawrance and Lewis (1981) with
geometric Pakes generalized asymmetric Linnik distribution as marginal distribution is
introduced and studied in Section 4.
2. Pakes generalized asymmetric Linnik distribution
Pakes (1998) generalized the Linnik distribution and introduced a symmetric
distribution, namely generalized Linnik distribution with characteristic function
τ



1
 , σ, τ ≥ 0, 0 < α ≤ 2 . It may be noted that when α = 2 this reduces to
Φ(t) = 
 1 + σα t α 



the characteristic function of generalized Laplace distribution of Mathai (1993). Similar to
generalized asymmetric Laplace distribution we can define an asymmetric distribution with
characteristic function

1
Φ(t) = 
α
 1 + σ t α − iµt


τ


 , −∞ < µ < ∞, σ, τ ≥ 0, 0 < α ≤ 2.



(2.1)

We shall refer this distribution as the Pakes generalized asymmetric Linnik distribution and
denoted by PGAL (µ, σ, τ) .
α
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When α = 2, τ = 1 , it reduces to the asymmetric Laplace distribution of Kozubowski and
Podgórski (2000).
Theorem 2.1 A PGAL (µ, σ, τ) random variable X with characteristic function (2.1)
α

1/ α

admits the representation X d µ W + σ W
characteristic function Ψ (t) = exp(−σ
probability density function g(w) =

α

α

t

Z , where Z is symmetric stable with

) and W is a gamma random variable with

1
w τ−1e − w , w > 0, τ > 0 , independent of Z .
Γ ( τ)

Proof:
Conditioning on W , we obtain the characteristic function Φ (t ) of µ W + σ W1/ α Z
as
Φ(t) = E ( E( eit(µ W +σ W
∞

= ∫ E( eit(µ w +σ w

1/ α

1/ α

Z

Z

/ W) )

) g(w) dw

0
∞

=

α
α
1
τ−1 − w(1+σ t −i µ t)
w
e
dw
Γ(τ) ∫

0

τ



1
 .
=
 1 + σα t α − i µ t 



Hence the theorem.
3. Geometric Pakes generalized asymmetric Linnik distribution
Pillai (1990) introduced geometric exponential distribution and studied the
properties of the renewal process with geometric exponential waiting time distribution.
Jose and Seetha Lekshmi (1999,2003), studied geometric gamma and geometric Laplace
distributions and developed autoregressive time series models. Jayakumar and Ajitha
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(2003) introduced geometric Mittag-Leffler distribution and studied its properties including
infinite divisibility and attraction to stable laws.

Seetha Lekshmi and Jose (2006)

introduced and studied geometric Pakes generalized Linnik distribution and developed
time series model using this distribution.
Since the distribution with characteristic function (2.1) is infinitely divisible, using
the result of Klebanov et al. (1984), we can define a geometrically infinitely divisible

1 
distribution with characteristic function Ψ (t) such that Φ(t) = exp 1 −
.
 Ψ (t) 
The characteristic function (2.1) can be written as

1

α
 1+ σ t α − i µ t


Hence Ψ (t) =

τ



1

 = exp 1 −
.
α
α
−1 

 (1 + τ log (1 + σ t − i µ t ) ) 


1
1 + τ log (1 + σα t

α

−iµt )

is a characteristic function of a geometrically

infinitely divisible distribution.
A distribution with characteristic function

Ψ (t) =

1
1 + τ log (1 + σα t

α

−iµt )

, −∞ < µ < ∞, σ, τ ≥ 0, 0 < α ≤ 2 ,

(3.1)

is called geometric Pakes generalized asymmetric Linnik ( GPGAL ) distribution with
parameters µ, σ, α and τ .
If X is a random variable with characteristic function (3.1), we represent it as
X d GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) . It may be noted that when τ = 1 in (3.1), the corresponding
α

distribution is the geometric version of asymmetric Linnik distribution and in such case we
call it as geometric asymmetric Linnik distribution ( GPGAL (µ, σ, τ = 1) ).
α

Now we consider the asymptotic behavior of the GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) distribution.
α
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Theorem 3.1. The GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) distribution is the limit distribution of geometric sums
α

of PGAL (µ, σ, τ) random variables.
α

Proof:
τ
Let Φ (t) be the characteristic function of PGAL (µ, σ, ) random variable.
α
n
τ


1
Then Φ(t) = 
α
 1+ σ t α − i µ t


n
 .



1
α
α
τ/n
− 1 = (1 + σ t − i µ t)
−1.
Φ (t)

Define Θ(t) =

Hence, using Lemma 3.2 of Pillai (1990), Φ (t) =
n

1
, where p > 1 is the
1 + p Θ(t)

characteristic function of a geometric sum of random variables. By choosing p = n , we

{

have Φ (t) = 1 + n (1 + σα t

n

α

− i µ t)

τ/ n

}

− 1


−1

. So Φ (t) is the characteristic function of
n

τ
a geometric sum of PGAL (µ, σ, ) random variables.
α
n

Consider lim Φ (t) =
n
n →∞

=

1
α
1 + lim n (1 + σα t − i µ t)τ / n − 1



n →∞

1
1 + τ log(1 + σα t

α

− i µ t)

, which is the characteristic function of

GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) random variables.
α

Hence GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) distribution is the limit distribution of geometric sum of
α

τ
PGAL (µ, σ, ) random variables.
α
n

Hence the theorem.
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Now we prove stability property of GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) random variables with respect
α

geometric summation.

{ n } be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random

Theorem 3.2 Let X

variables and let N be a geometric random with mean 1/ p . Further, assume that N is
p
p
N

independent of the X 's .If U
i

N

p

= ∑ X then the random variables U
i

i =1

N

and X are
i

p

identically distributed if X follows GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) distribution.
α

i

Proof:
Let Φ (t) and Θ(t) be the characteristic functions of X and U
respectively.
i
N
p
Then Θ(t) =

p Φ (t)
.
1 − (1 − p) Φ (t)

(3.2)

Suppose X d GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) , then by (3.2) we have
α

i

Θ(t ) =

p
p + τ log(1 + σ α t

−iµt )

α

− i µ t)

1

=
1+
Hence U

α

τ
p

log(1 + σ α t

τ
d GPGAL (µ, σ, ) .
N
α
p
p

Hence the theorem. .
4. Autoregressive model with GPGAL (µ , σ , τ ) marginal distribution
α

Time series in which observations are of clearly non-Gaussian nature are very
common in many areas. A number of literatures have developed in recent years in
modeling time series data with non-Gaussian, and more generally asymmetric marginal
distributions. Gaver and Lewis (1980) discussed and studied conventional first order linear
autoregressive

model

X = ρX
n

n −1

+ ε with
n

568

exponential

marginal

distribution.
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Subsequently, Lawrance and Lewis (1981), Dewald and Lewis (1985), and Jayakumar and
Pillai (1993) developed autoregressive models with different marginal distributions such as
Laplace, gamma, Mittag-Leffler distributions. These first order autoregressive models are
developed using the self-decomposability property of the corresponding marginal
distributions. Now we develop a time series model using GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) marginal
α

distribution on the basis of geometric infinitely divisible property of the distribution. This
model is equivalent to the one-parameter TEAR (1) model discussed in Lawrance and Lewis
(1981).
Theorem 4.1

{

}

Let X , n ≥ 1 be defined as
n

ε

n
X =
n
X
 n −1 + ε n

w.p.

θ
(4.1)

w.p. 1 − θ

{ }

where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 and ε n is a sequence of independent and identically distributed random
variables. A necessary and sufficient condition that

{X } is a stationary process with
n

{ } is distributed as GPGALα (µ, σ, θ τ) .

GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) marginal is that ε
α

n

Proof

{ }

Let Φ (t) be the characteristic function of X . Then from (4.1), we get
X
n
n
Φ

X

(t) = θΦ
n

ε

(t) + (1 − θ) Φ
n

X

(t)Φ
n −1

ε

(t).

(4.2)

n

Assuming stationarity, we have
Φ (t) = θ Φ (t) + (1 − θ) Φ (t) Φ (t).
X

ε

X

ε

Hence
Φ (t)
X
.
Φ (t) =
ε
θ + (1 − θ) Φ (t)

(4.3)

X
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Suppose X d GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) then Φ (t) =
α

n

X

1
1 + τ log(1 + σα t

α

− i µ t)

.

Substituting this in (4.3) and simplifying, we get

Φ (t) =
ε

1
1 + θ τ log(1 + σα t

α

− iµt)

.

Hence ε d GPGAL (µ, σ, θ τ).
α

n

{ε }

Conversely, if

is a sequence of independent and identically distributed

n

GPGAL (µ, σ, θ τ) random variables and X d GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) .
α

α

0

Then from (4.2), when n=1, we have Φ (t) =
X

1

If X

n −1

Thus,

1
α

1 + τ log(1 + σα t

− i µ t)

.

d GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) then we get X d GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) .
α

using

α

n

inductive

{X }

argument

is

n

a

stationary

process

with

GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) marginal distribution.
α

Hence the theorem.

{ }

We call the process defined by (4.1) with X d GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) and ε n is a sequence of
α

0

independent and identically distributed GPGAL (µ, σ, θ τ) random variables, as the first
α

order autoregressive process with GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) marginal distribution.
α

From the definition (4.1) of the model it is easily verified that
1 − (1 − θ) n Φ n (t)
Φ

X

(t) = θ Φ (t)
ε

n

When n → ∞ , Φ

X

n

ε

1 − (1 − θ)Φ (t)
ε

(t) = θ Φ (t)
n

n

ε

n

+ (1 − θ) n Φ

n

1
.
1 − (1 − θ)Φ (t)
ε

n
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X

(t)Φ n (t) .
0

ε

n
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{ n } is a sequence of independent and identically

Let X is distributed arbitrarly and ε
0

distributed GPGAL (µ, σ, θ τ) random variables then the characteristic function
α

Φ

X

(t) =
n

1
1 + τ log(1 + σα t

α

− i µ t)

.

Hence if X is distributed arbitrarly, then also the autoregressive process is asymptotically
0

Markovian with GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) marginal distribution.
α

Now from the joint characteristic function of (X , X
n

that Φ

(X ,X
n

(t , t ) ≠ Φ

n +1

) 1 2

(X ,X
n

n +1

) of the process it is easily verified

(t , t ) . Hence the AR (1) process given by (4.1) with

n +1

) 2 1

GPGAL (µ, σ, τ) marginal distribution is not time reversible.
α

5.Conclusion
Most of the data sets in the areas of financial mathematics, reliability,
environmental studies etc, often do not follow the normal law but with asymmetric and
heavy tailed character. A large number of research journals discussed applications of
Laplace and asymmetric Laplace distributions in different fields where data exhibits
asymmetric and heavy tailed character. In communication theory, frequently encountered
impulsive noise possesses heavy tails, and so Laplace noise has been suggested as a best
model. Also it is established that the Laplace distribution is considered as a model for the
distribution of speech waves and the distribution is commonly encountered in image and
speech compression. Empirical analysis of some important time series data, especially in
the field of financial mathematics, environmental studies etc. shows that asymmetric and
heavy tailed distributions, related to Laplace distribution, are more suitable for modeling
the data. The applications of Laplace distribution in modeling sizes of sand particle,
diamonds etc are also well established in many research articles (for more details see Kotz
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et al. (2001)). In this paper we examined the distributions related to Laplace and
asymmetric Laplace distributions and can be used as an appropriate model in the areas
where Laplace and Linnik distributions do not provide a better fit. Much will be learned in
future by further analysis related to the applications of this new class of distributions
across a range of contexts.
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One dimensional embedding for nonnegative
data visualization
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Abstract. Data visualization has attracted more attention this last decade as a
powerful tool for a better understanding of data. In this paper we propose a new
theoretical framework for data visualization, this framework is based on Rank-one
SVD looking up an appropriate leading left and right singular vectors of a rows
or/and columns normalized m by n adjacency matrix A. This involved computing
of a truncated rank one singular value decomposition of a suitable normalized data
matrix, constructing an one dimensional embedding for both rows and columns data.
The visualization of A consists in a simple permutation of rows and columns data
according the sorted first left and right singular vectors, which involves an optimal
data reorganization revealing homogeneous blocks. Finally, we link our approach to
spectral co-clustering and show its usefulness in the context of co-clustering.
Keywords: Data visualization, Stochastic data, Power method, SVD, Co-clustering.

1

Introduction

Data visualization has attracted more attention this last decade as a powerful
tool for a better understanding of the data. Prominent authors in the discipline
of information visualization [1] have identified that the data mining community
gives minimal attention to information visualization, but believe that there are
hopeful signs that the narrow bridge between data mining and information
visualization will be expanded in the coming years. Bertin [7] has described
the visualization procedure as simplifying without destroying and was convinced
that simplification was ’no more than regrouping similar things’. Spath [3]
considered such matrix permutation approaches to have a great advantage in
contrast to the cluster algorithms, because no information of any kind is lost,
and because the number of clusters does not have to be presumed, it is easily
and naturally visible. Murtagh [4], Arabie and Hubert [6,5] have referred to
similar advantages calling such an approach a non-destructive data analysis,
emphasizing the essential property that no transformation or reduction of the
data itself takes place.
In certain problems it may be useful to perform co-clustering, where both
objects and features are assigned to groups simultaneously. One approach to
the co-clustering problem is to view it as the task of partitioning a weighted
bipartite graph. Dhillon [8] proposed a spectral approach to approximate the
optimal normalised cut of a bipartite graph, which was applied for document
clustering. This involved computing a truncated singular value decomposition
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(SVD) of a suitably normalised term-document matrix, constructing an embedding of both terms and documents, and applying k-means to this embedding
to produce a simultaneous k-way partitioning of both documents and terms.
Finally, data visualization is obtained by reorganizing rows and columns data
according to the co-clustering result. Despite the advantages of co-clustering,
all methods require the knowledge of the number of blocks, in this paper we
will not tackle co-clustering but we will see how an appropriate visualization of
data involves a reorganization into homogeneous blocks, and we will show the
usefulness of our approach in the context of co-clustering. We propose a new
theoretical framework, specifically we develop an efficient iterative procedure
to find a one dimensional embedding of both rows and columns data. This
involved an optimal simultaneous rows and columns data reordering. We show
that the solution is given by the leading left and right singular vectors of data
matrix.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem
formulation and the aims. Section 3 is devoted to the proposed algorithm
for data visualization. In Section 5, we discuss the relationship between our
approach and spectral co-clustering. Section 5 presents numerical experiments
on real and simulated data. Finally, the conclusion summarizes the advantages
of our contribution.

2

Problem formulation

An interesting connection between data matrices and graph theory can be
established. Let A be a m × n data matrix, it can be viewed as a weighted
bipartite graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of
edges, it is said to be bipartite if its vertices can be partitioned into two sets
I and J such that every edge in E has exactly one end in I and the other in
J: V = I ∪ J. The data matrix A can be viewed as a weighted bipartite graph
where each node i in I corresponds to a row and each node j in J corresponds
to a column. The edge between i and j has weight aij , denoting the element
of the matrix in the intersection between row i and columns j, for convenience
of discussion we also call the vertices in I as the the documents (rows) while
vertices in J as words (columns). The adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph
is:
·
¸
0 A
B=
,
(1)
AT 0
from which we define a stochastic data matrix as follow,
·
¸
·
¸
0
Dr−1 A
Dr 0
−1
S=D B=
where D =
,
Dc−1 AT
0
0 Dc

(2)

where Dr and Dc , are diagonal matrices such that Dr = diag(A1) and
Dc = diag(AT 1). Let us focus our attention on the first leading eigenvectors
of S, since S is nonnegative and stochastic, The Perron-Frobenius theorem tel
us that the first vector is also nonnegative and constant. The power method is
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the well known technique used to compute the leading eigenvector of S. The
power method consists in the following iterative process:
π (t) = S(t) π (0) and π (t) =

π (t)
||π (t) ||

(3)

By Perron-Frobenius theorem [9] all eigenvalues are real and belong to [−1, 1].
Since S is stochastic, it is known that for every right eigenvector there is a corresponding left eigenvector that corresponds to the same eigenvalue λ1 = 1; the
greatest eigenvalue called the Perron root. The right eigenvector correspond1
1
1
ing to the uniform distribution ( m+n
, ..., m+n
, ..., m+n
)T . The corresponding
left eigenvector π = 1 represents the constant left eigenvector of S so that
π T 1 = m + n. In the matrix notation we have π = Sπ and S1 = 1.
At first sight, this process might seem uninteresting since it eventually leads
to a vector with all rows and columns coincide for any starting vector. However
our practical experience shows that, first the vector π very quickly collaps into
rows and columns blocks and these blocks move towards each other relatively
slowly. If we stop the power method iteration at this point, the algorithm would
have a potential application for data reordering. The structure of π (t) during
short-run stabilization makes the discovery of data ordering straightforward.
The key is to look for values of π (t) that are approximately equal and reordering
data accordingly.

3
3.1

Rank one SVD algorithm for data visualization
SVD algorithm

Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a widely-used multivariate data analysis technique [11] which has many potential applications in machine learning,
document clustering, pattern recognition, and signal processing. Successful
applications of SVD is due to its ability to learn parts-based representation
through a matrix decomposition. Given a data matrix A of size m × n, SVD
algorithms seek to find factors U , Λ and V such that
T
where U T U = Ig and V T V = Ig .
A = Um×g Λg×g Vn×g

(4)

The steps of Jordan’s SVD are algorithm are described in [11].
3.2

Rank one SVD algorithm
· ¸
u
n
Now, let us consider π =
, where u ∈ Rm
+ and v ∈ R+ . The upper part
v
of π .i.e u is for documents weight and the lower part u is for words weights.
Exploiting now the diagonal structure of S, then we can write
· ¸ ·
¸· ¸
½
0
Dr−1 A
u = Dr−1 Av (a)
u
u
=
⇔
(5)
−1 T
v
v
Dc A
0
v = Dc−1 AT u (b)
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For numerical computation of the leading singular vectors, we use rank one SVD
algorithm noted R1SVD, which is a variation of the power method adapted to
rectangular data matrix. This iterative process starts with arbitrary vector
u0 and repeatedly performs the updates of v and u by alternating between
formulas (a) and (b) given in equation 5 until convergence.
Algorithm 1 : R1SVD
Input: data A ∈ Rm×n
, Dr and Dc
+
Output: u, λ, v
ũ
Initialize: ũ = Dr−1 A1, ,u = ||ũ||
repeat
ṽ (t+1) = Dc−1 AT u(t)
(t+1)
v (t+1) = ||ṽṽ(t+1) ||
ũ(t+1) = Dr−1 Av (t)
(t+1)
u(t+1) = ||ũũ(t+1) ||

γ (t+1) ← ||u(t+1) − u(t) || + ||v (t+1) − v (t) ||
until stabilization of u, v, |γ (t+1) − γ (t) | ≤ threshold

Documents and words weight are collected by u, v respectively, the corresponding component value of u and u give document and word weights,
respectively. We can sort word and document in decreasing (or increasing)
order of theirs weights and reorganize data matrix accordingly to reveal the
homogeneous blocks structure of A. We have developed a mutually reinforcing
optimization procedure to exploit duality between documents set and words
set, if a word is shared by many documents associated with a block, then word
has a high weight associated with the block. On the other hand, if a document
is shared by many words associated with a block, then the document has a
high weight associated with the same block.
3.3

Relationship with spectral co-clustering

R1SVD is related to spectral co-clustering in that it finds a low dimensional
embedding of data, and k-means or another clustering techniques is used to
produce the final co-clustering. But as a result, in this paper it is not necessary
to find any singular vector (as most co-clustering methods do), in order to find
a low dimensional embedding for co-clustering, the embedding just needs to
be a good linear combination of left singular vectors and of the right singular
vectors respectively. In this respect R1SVD is very different approach from.
In spectral co-clustering the embedding is formed by the bottom left and
right eigenvectors of a normalized data matrix [8]. In R1SVD, embedding is
defined as weighted linear combination of singular vectors, then u is a defined as
linear combination of all left singular vectors of Ar = Dr−1 A and v as weighted
linear combination of all right singular vectors of Ac = ADc−1 . The left and
right embedding turn out to be very interesting for data reordering and coclustering.
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From the start, the first largest left of Ar and right singular vectors of Ac
are not very interesting since they move towards the uniform distribution via
a long run times. However the intermediate u and v obtained by R1SVD after
a short run time are very interesting. The experimental observation suggests
that an effective reordering might run R1SVD for a small number of iterations.
Let us define the data matrix M as follow
¶
µ
0 Ar
(6)
M=
ATc 0
Assuming that M is diagonalizable i.e, that there exists a non singular
matrix Q of eigenvectors such that
Q−1 MQ = diag(λ1 , λ, ..., λn+m ).

(7)

Furthermore, assuming that the eigenvalues are ordered |λ1 | > |λ2 | ≥ |λ3 | ≥
..... ≥ |λn+m |.
· (0) ¸
u
(0)
and expanding the initial approximation π
=
in terms of the
v (0)
eigenvectors of M
· ¸
y
π (0) = c1 q1 + c2 q2 + .... + cn+m qn+m with qk = k
(8)
zk
where the upper part yk is for the rows of Ar and the lower part zk is for the
columns of Ac , ck 6= 0 is assumed. We have
(t)

π (t) = M(t) π (0) = λ1 (c1 q1 +

n+m
X
k=2

ck (

λk (t)
) qk )
λ1

(9)

for k = 2, ..., n + m, we have |λi | < |λ1 |, so the second·term
¸ tends to zero,
y1
and the power method converges to the eigenvector q1 =
corresponding
z1
to the dominant eigenvalue λ1 . The rate of convergence is determined by the
ratio | λλ21 |, if this is close to one the convergence is very slow.
In equation (9), we expand the left eigenvector π (t) as ·a linear
¸ combination
(t)
u
of the eigenvectors of M(t) . It is easy to see that π (t) =
is the leading
v (t)
eigenvector of M(t) . Mathematically, in equation (10)we show that the leading
(t)
eigenvector of M(t) is closely related to the first singular vectors of Â(t) , πr
(t)
(t)
and πc are the left and right singular vector of Â respectively.
#
"
#
· (t) ¸ "
(t) · (0) ¸
(t)
u
0 Ar
u
Ar u(0)
=
=
(10)
T (t)
T (t)
v (t)
v (0)
Ac
0
Ac v (0)
Instead of constructing M (like the most spectral co-clustering methods
do) which is bigger and sparser than the data matrix A, we provide a way to
visualize and co-cluster data, not using M but directly from A.
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Now, by exploiting the block structure of M in equation (9), we show in
equation (11); u(t) as a linear combination of the left singular vectors of Ar
and v (t) as a linear combination of the right singular vectors of Ac .
#
Pn
· (t) ¸ " (t)
λ1 (c1 y1 + i=2 ci ( λλ1i )(t) yi )
u
=
(11)
Pn+m
(t)
λ
v (t)
λ1 (c1 z1 + j=n+1 cj ( λ1j )(t) zj )

4

Experiments

We now provide experimental results to illustrate the behavior of The R1SVD
algorithm. We argue that R1SVD allows us to capture the trends of objects
over a subset of attributes and then reorganizes data matrix into homogeneous
blocks. We apply our algorithm on different real world and word-document simulated data sets (using a Bernoulli latent block model [10]). Different patterns
are considered to show the ability of the R1SVD algorithm to rediscover the
hidden blocks in data without fixing any parameters on the rows and columns
ordering.
Table 1. 16 Townships Data.
High School
Agricult Coop
Rail station
One Room School
Veterinary
No Doctor
No Water Supply
Police Station
Land Reallocation

A
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

B
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

C
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

D
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

E
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

F
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

G
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

H
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

I
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

J
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

K
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

L
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

M
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

N
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

O
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1

P
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

Table 2. Reorganization of 16 Townships data after co-clustering.
High School
Railway Station
Police Station
Agricult Coop
Veterinary
Land Reallocation
One Room School
No Doctor
No Water Supply

H
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

K
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

B
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

C
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

D
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

G
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

L
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

O
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0

M
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

N
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

J
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

I
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

A
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

P
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

F
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

E
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

We now try to visualize the homogeneous block structure that might be discovered by our algorithm. Table 1 shows the original characteristics- townships
data matrix and table 2 the reordered matrix obtained by arranging rows and
columns based on the sorted u and v. the table 2 reveals the hidden sparsity
structure of both characteristics and townships clusters. The three diagonal
blocks in this table correspond to the three clusters. It clearly appears that
we can characterize each cluster of townships by a cluster of characteristics:
{H, K} by {High School, Railway Station,Police Station}, {B, C, D, G, L, O} by {Agricult
Coop, Veterinary,Land Reallocation} and {M, N, J, I, A, A, P, F, E} by {One Room School, No
Doctor, No Water Supply}.
Figure 1 shows in order from the left to right, the original characteristicstownships data matrix, the reordered data matrix, the reordered rows similarity
matrix Sr = AAT , the reordered columns similarity matrix Sc = AT A and the
plots of sorted singular vectors u and v.
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A

Reordred A

Reordred Sr

Reordred Sc

Sorted u
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05

1

2

3
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5

6

7

8

9

10

12

14

16

Sorted v
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

0

2

4

6

8

T

T

Fig. 1. Townships: reordered Sr = AA according u, reordered Sc = A A according
v.

The three diagonal blocks in figures 2 and 3 correspond to the three clusters. The rough block diagonal structure indicates the cluster structure relation between documents and words. Hence by exploiting the duality of the
data and features, incorporating the features information in data reordering at
each stage, our algorithm yields better reordering solution that one dimensional
clustering approaches, especially for high dimensional sparse datasets.
A

Reordred A

Reordred Sr

Reordred Sc

−4

5

Sorted u

x 10

5
5
5
5

0

500

1000

−3

2

1500

2000

Sorted v

x 10

2
2
2
2

0

100

200

300

400

500

Fig. 2. Data1: reordered Sr = AAT according u, reordered Sc = AT A according v.
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Sorted v

x 10
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2

0

100

200

300

400
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Fig. 3. Data1: reordered Sr = AAT according u, reordered Sc = AT A according v.

The R1SVD framework seems to have the potential to address the question
of the number of clusters underlying the data, it detects the suitable number of
blocks by analyzing the evolution of the first left u of Ar and right singular vectors v of Ac . A performance study has been conducted to evaluate our method.
In this subsection, we try to answer the question; is this reordering meaningful?. In order to be able to answer this question we use confusion matrices
to measure the clustering performance of the co-clustering result provided by
our method. The co-clustering task is to recover groups of rows and columns.
After the learning stage, the clusters indicators are given by the vectors u and
v. It can be seen that our method reconstructs efficiently all co-clusters for
balanced and unbalanced data sets used in our experiments.
From table 3, we observe that data reordering provided by R1SVD can
be useful in a co-clustering context. It is very interesting to underly the fact
that R1SVD visualization does not destroy data and, unlike most co-clustering
algorithms, it does not require the number of blocks.
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Table 3. Confusion Matrix evaluation on rows and columns data.
data1 (rows) data2 (rows) data1 (columns) data2 (columns)
0 205 0
0 0 795
0 0 40
155 0 0
1614 0 5 626 0 0
397 0 0
0 133 0
0
0 176 0 579 0
0 63 0
0 0 212

5

Conclusion

In this paper we have presented an iterative matrix-vector multiplication procedure called rank-one SVD for data visualization. The procedure is to apply
iteratively an appropriate stochastic adjacency data matrix associated to a bipartite graph, and then compute the first leading left singular vector associated
to the eigenvalue λ1 of this matrix. Stopping the algorithm after a few iterations involves a visualization of data matrix into homogeneous blocks. This
approach appears therefore very interesting in co-clustering context.
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Abstract. In many psychological inventories (i.e., personnel selection surveys and diagnostic tests) the collected samples often include fraudulent records. This confronts
the researcher with the crucial problem of biases yielded by the usage of standard
statistical models. In this paper we generalize a recent probabilistic perturbation
procedure, called SGR - Sample Generation by Replacements - (Lombardi & Pastore[4]), to simulate fake data with correlational structures. To mimic these more
complex faking data we proposed a novel extension of the SGR conditional replacement distribution which is based on a discrete version of the truncated multivariate
normal distribution. We also applied the new procedure to real behavioral data on
the role of perceived affective self-efficacy in social contexts.
Keywords: Sample Generation by Replacement, Fake-good data, Truncated multivariate normal distribution.

Many self-report measures of attitudes, beliefs, personality, and pathology include items that can be easily manipulated by respondents. For example, an
individual may deliberately attempt to manipulate or distort responses to personality inventories and attitude tests to create positive impressions (e.g., Paulhus[7]; Zickar & Robie[8]). In other circumstances, some individuals may tend
to malinger responses on a symptom checklist to simulate grossly exaggerated
physical or psychological symptoms in order to reach specific goals such as,
for example, obtaining financial compensation, avoiding being charged with a
crime, avoiding military duty, or obtaining drugs (e.g., Hall & Hall[2]).
Sample Generation by Replacement (SGR) is a recent data simulation procedure to artificially generate samples of fake ordinal data (Lombardi & Pastore[4]). SGR is based on a two-stage sampling algorithm characterized by
two distinct generative models: the model representing the process that generates the data prior to any fake perturbation (data generation process) and the
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model representing the faking process to perturb the data (data replacement
process). This approach has been recently applied to evaluate the impact of
hypothetical faking good manipulations in ordinal data on the performances of
a set of widely known and commonly used stand-alone SEM-based fit indices
(Lombardi & Pastore[4]). SGR has also been used to study the sensitivity
of reliability indices to fake perturbations in dichotomous and ordered data
generated by factorial models (Pastore & Lombardi[6]).
Up to now the SGR approach has been limited to the modeling of conditionally independent fake data. In this contribution, we propose a novel generalization of the conditional replacement distribution that accounts for possible
correlated structures in the simulated fake data.

1
1.1

Main features of the SGR approach
Data generation process

We think of the original data as being represented by an n × m matrix D,
that is to say, n observations (e.g., participants) each containing m elements
(e.g., participant’s responses). We assume that entry dij of D (i = 1, . . . , n;j =
1, . . . , m) takes values on a small ordinal range 1, 2, . . . , Q. In particular, let
di be the (1 × m) array of D denoting the simulated pattern of responses of
participant i. The response pattern di is a multidimensional ordinal random
variable with probability distribution p(di |θ), where θ indicates the vector of
parameters of the generative probabilistic model of the data. Moreover, we
assume that the simulated response patterns are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) observations.
1.2

Data replacement process

The basic principle of the SGR approach is to generate a new n × m ordinal
data matrix F, called the fake data matrix of D, by manipulating each element dij in D according to a replacement probability distribution. Let fi be
the (1 × m) array of F denoting the hypothetical pattern of fake responses of
participant i. The fake response pattern fi is a multidimensional ordinal random variable with conditional replacement probability distribution p(fi |di , θF )
where θF indicates the vector of parameters of the probabilistic faking model.
In general, θF represents hypothetical a priori knowledge about the distribution of faking (e.g., the chance of observing a fake observation in the data)
or empirically based knowledge about the process of faking (e.g., the direction
of faking - fake good vs. fake bad -). In the SGR framework the replacement distribution p(fi |di , θF ) is restricted to satisfy a conditional independence
assumption (see Lombardi & Pastore[4]; Pastore & Lombardi[6]). More precisely, in the replacement distribution each fake response fij only depends on
the corresponding data observation dij and the model parameter θF . Therefore, because the patterns of fake responses are also i.i.d. observations, the
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simulated data array (D, F) is drawn from the joint probability distribution
p(D, F|θ, θF ) =
=

n
Y
i=1
n
Y

p(di |θ)p(fi |di , θF )
p(di |θ)

i=1

m
Y

p(fij |dij , θF )

(1)
(2)

j=1

By repeatedly sampling data from the two generative models we can simulate
the so called fake data sample (FDS). We can then study the distribution of
some relevant statistics computed on this FDS.
1.3

The problem of the independence assumption

We recall that the SGR simulation procedure generates fake perturbations that
are restricted to satisfy the conditional independence assumption. Unfortunately, this restriction clearly limits the range of empirical faking processes that
can be mimicked by the SGR simulation procedure. In particular, because the
replacement distribution acts as a perturbation process for the original data,
the resulting fake data will always show correlations that are (on average)
weaker than the ones observed for the original data, thus showing a sort of
residual correlation effect. However, it is known that some empirical contexts
may require different model assumptions about the faking process that cannot
be captured by this simple framework. For example, different modulations of
graded faking such as slight faking and extreme faking (e.g., Zickar & Robie[8])
are not consistent with the simple independence hypothesis.
To fill this gap, in this contribution we propose a novel conditional replacement distribution that allows to modulate different levels of correlational
patterns in the simulated fake data. Because our new proposal is based on
a discrete version of the truncated multivariate normal distribution, in what
follows we present some relevant properties of this important distribution function before introducing the new perturbation model that does not hinge on the
independence assumption.

2

A SGR framework for correlated fake-good data

The SGR approach offers an elegant way to simulate faking good scenarios. In
general, faking good can be conceptualized as an individual’s deliberate attempt
to manipulate or distort responses to create a positive impression (Paulhus[7];
Zickar & Robie[8]). Notice that, the faking good (as well as the faking bad)
scenario always entails a conditional replacement model in which the conditioning is a function of response polarity. This model represents a perturbation
context in which responses are exclusively subject to positive feigning:
fij ≥ dij ;

i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , m
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2.1

The truncated multivariate replacement distribution

As a kernel for the conditional replacement distribution we consider the truncated multivariate normal distribution T N (µ, Σ, a, b) (e.g., Horrace[3]). This
distribution can be expressed as
©
ª
exp − 12 (x − µ)T Σ−1 (x − µ)
(3)
f (x|µ, Σ, a, b) = R b
ª
©
exp − 12 (x − µ)T Σ−1 (x − µ) dx
a
for a ≤ x ≤ b and 0 otherwise. The (1 × m) vectors a and b are the lower and
upper truncation points (aj < bj ; j = 1, . . . , m) for the multivariate normal
distribution with m dimensions. Finally, µ and Σ are the location parameter
vector and the covariance matrix of the (not truncated) multivariate normal
distribution.
Now, let fi = (k1 , . . . , km ) and di = (h1 , . . . , hm ) be the replaced values and
the original values for the ith simulated observation, respectively. According
to the Underlying Variable Approach (UVA; Muthén[5]) we can set
(Rα
Rα
k1
· · · αkkm−1 f (x|0, Σ, ai , bi )dx, ∀j : 1 ≤ hj ≤ kj ≤ Q
αk1 −1
m
p(fi |di , θF ) =
0,
∃j : kj < hj
In the replacement distribution 0 is the 1 × m array of zeros representing the
location parameter (that is to say µ = 0), whereas the pair (αkj −1 , αkj ) are
the thresholds corresponding to the discrete value kj (j = 1, . . . , m). Following
the UVA framework we assume that there exists a continuous data matrix F∗
underlying the fake ordinal data matrix F. The connection between the ordinal
∗
variable fij and the underlying variable fij
in F∗ is given by
fij = kj

⇔

∗
αkj −1 < fij
< αkj ;

i = 1, . . . , n; j = 1, . . . , m.

Recall that to represent an ordinal item with Q categories we need Q + 1
thresholds. Finally, the bounds ai = (ai1 , . . . , aim ) and bi = (bi1 , . . . , bim ) are set
to
aij = αhj −1
bij = +∞,
j = 1, . . . , m
where we recall that (αhj −1 , αhj ) is the pair of thresholds corresponding to the
value hj for the original variable dij in di . Figure 1 shows an example for a one
dimensional case. In sum, the parameter array for the faking model is given by
θF = (α, Σ).
with α being the m × (Q − 1) threshold matrix.
2.2

Some relevant properties of the new replacement distribution

It is important to point out two interesting properties of the novel replacement
distribution for correlated fake data.
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Fig. 1. Example of a truncated normal distribution (one dimensional) with d = 2
and f = 3. The mean µ of the distribution is 0, the bounds a and b are α1 and +∞,
respectively. The conditional probability p(3|2, θF ) is the shaded area between α2
and α3 .

The first property is related to the probability of replacement π. According
to the truncated multivariate replacement distribution the value 1 − πi of the
conditional probability of non-replacement
fi = di = (h1 , . . . , hm )
is equivalent to
Z
1 − πi =

αh1
αh1 −1

Z

αhm

···

f (x|0, Σ, ai , bi )dx

and consequently, the probability of replacement πi is
ÃZ
!
Z αhm
αh1
i
i
πi = 1 −
···
f (x|0, Σ, a , b )dx
αh1 −1

(4)

αhm −1

(5)

αhm −1

Note that in the original model of replacement (Lombardi & Pastore[6]) the
probability of replacement π was an explicit parameter in the replacement
distribution, whereas in this new proposal π is an implicit parameter that can
be derived by taking the average across the n distincts πi :
n

π̄ =

1X
πi .
n i=1

The second property is related to the correlational structure of the simulated fake data set F. Unlike the standard model of replacement, in the new
configuration we can directly represent correlations between the replaced values for the m ordinal variables. In particular, the correlation matrix Rf of
F can be modulated by the covariance matrix Σ in the replacement model.
Note, however, that Σ is the covariance matrix of the original (not truncated)
multivariate normal distribution. In general, the computation of the first and
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second moments is not trivial for the truncated case, since they are obviously
not the same as µ and Σ from the parametrization of T N (0, Σ, a, b). In particular, it can be seen that truncation can significantly reduce the variance
and change the covariance between variables. In the next section we will show
some examples of how the resulting correlation matrix Rf can be affected from
the interaction between different modulations of faking (represented by different configurations of threshold values α) and the structure of the covariance
matrix Σ.

3

Applicative example

The new replacement distribution is illustrated using data from a questionnaire about the role of perceived affective self-efficacy in personality and social
psychology (Bandura, Caprara, Barbaranelli, Gerbino, and Pastorelli[1]). Participants were 463 undergraduate students (389 females) at the University of
Padua (Italy). Ages ranged from 18 to 48, with a mean of 20.64 and a standard
deviation of 2.71. Data consisted of the participants’ responses to three of the
12 items of the AEP/A scale (Caprara, 2001) scored on a 4-point agree-disagree
scale (value 1 denotes that a participant totally disagrees with the statement,
whereas value 4 means total agreement with the statement). However, the 463
participants were divided into two groups. The first group (n1 = 231) received
a neutral set of instructions, whereas the second group (n2 = 232) received
ad lib faking instructions. The resulting responses were collected into two empirical data matrices: De for the neutral group and Fe for the ad lib faking
group. As expected the observed responses for the ad lib faking group were affected by fake good observations. More precisely, the participants deliberately
manipulated their responses using larger values of the scale to create better
impressions. This hypothesis was partially supported by the moderate ceiling
effects observed in the data (see Fig. 2). Because no additional items on social desirability was available in the AEP/A inventory, we decided to perform
an SGR analysis on the basis of two hypothetical scenarios: slight faking and
uniform faking.
3.1

Comparing faking models

An SGR analysis was used to evaluate the mimicking ability of four different faking models with respect to the empirical fake set Fe . In particular,
because De and Fe contained responses collected from two different groups
of individuals, we decided to evaluate the simulated fake samples against the
empirical marginal means of the three items as well as against their empirical
correlations in Fe . To that end, we defined four perturbation models derived
by the combination of two factors with two levels each. The first factor defined two structures for the covariance matrix in the truncated replacement
distribution: a) the identity matrix I (denoting an independent model) b) the
empirical correlation matrix of Re computed on the observed matrix Fe (representing the correlational structure in Fe ). The second factor represented
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two different options for the thresholds in the replacement distribution: a)
α1 = −0.674, α2 = 0.0, α3 = 0.674 denoting a uniform support fake-good distribution (Lombardi and Pastore[4]) b) α1 = −1.591, α2 = 1.596, α3 = 3.332
denoting a slight fake-good distribution (e.g., Zickar & Robie[8]). All the other
components (parameters’ values) were set to identical values in all the four
faking models. In particular, the original data set D in the conditional replacement distribution was set equal to the empirical data set De . The latter means
that in this application we did not simulate the data D, instead we directly
used the observed data De in the replacement distribution equation. The four
faking models were then used to simulated new FDSs.
The results of the SGR analysis are shown in Figures 2,3. Figure 2 represents the simulated marginal means of the fake-good data as a function of the
two factors. The results showed that the slight faking model with mild dependency was preferred to the other three models. Similarly, figure 3 shows the
simulated correlations of the fake-good data as a function of the two factors.
Like for the marginal means, also for the correlations the slight faking model
with mild dependency showed a better performance as compared to the other
three models. In other words, the ad lib faking instructions seem to be more
consistent with a mild positive impression effect that boosts the correlations
between the items.
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Fig. 2. Boxplots for the simulated marginal means of the fake-good data for the four
models. The solid line denotes the observed pattern for the marginal means in De .
The dashed line indicates the observed pattern for the marginal means in Fe . UF
= uniform support fake-good distribution, SL = slight fake-good distribution; S0 =
independent faking model, Sf = faking model with a correlational structure. a1 , a2 ,
and a3 denote the three selected items of the AEP/A scale. The data represented in
each boxplot were derived from 500 FDSs.
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Fig. 3. Boxplots for the simulated correlations of the fake-good data for the four
models. The solid line denotes the observed correlational pattern in De . The dashed
line indicates the observed correlational pattern in Fe . UF = uniform support fakegood distribution, SL = slight fake-good distribution; S0 = independent faking model,
Sf = faking model with a correlational structure. The variable rfjj 0 denotes the
correlation between item aj and item a0j of the AEP/A scale. The data shown in
each boxplot were derived from 500 FDSs.
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Abstract. Scan Statistics have been used widely in various biomedical applications,
such as genomic sequence analysis, and also in public health sciences, including healthcare surveillance. This study is motivated by a practical application involving quality
control of allogeneic blood components, where a set of fixed sampling criteria is used
to test all blood production sites regardless of the number of blood products collected
at individual sites. It is commonly found in real data that the variation of production
ranges 5 to 15 fold across blood centers over the monitoring duration, and hence, for
example, testing a fixed percentage of blood units will likely result in sub-optimal
usable blood production.
We propose a scan-like approach using compound patterns to provide a flexible
adaptive strategy for determining the quantity of samples to be tested. The approach
will allow varying the sampling criteria based on sequential monitoring, to minimize
the number of testing samples and therefore optimize the usable total production of
blood units. The proposed approach utilizes the concept of multiple waiting times,
in the sense of runs and patterns, and the decision rules to modify the testing criteria
can be considered under a Markov-dependent process. An example using real data
from the quality testing of blood products will be presented to illustrate the methodology.
Keywords: Runs and Patterns, Sampling Inspection, Markov Chain.

1

Introduction

Blood product components are tested on a multitude of criteria to ensure patient safety; a sample of test criteria from the Canadian Blood Services is shown
in Table 1. Typically, a fixed fraction of each product is tested regardless of the
quality history of the particular production process, as per guidelines from national health authorities in Canada and the US, for example. There is concern
among health professionals that, on the one hand, inadequate quality control
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Table 1. Example of monthly quality control testing requirements.
Component
Test
Red
Blood Hemoglobin
Cells,
with
SAGM additive

Criteria
≥40g/unit in 90%
of units tested and
≥35g/unit in 100%
units tested
Sterility
No growth
Volume
±10% labeled volume
Red
Blood Hemoglobin ≥35g/unit in 95%
Cells,
LR,
units tested
Deglycerolized
%RBC Re- ≥80%
covery
Sterility
No growth

Sample Age
Within 24 hours
after product expiry

Frequency
1% of production,
minimum of 10
per month

Expired
At any time
Within 24 hours 1% of production,
after expiry
minimum of 1 per
month
Within 24 hours
after expiry
Expired

could cause harm, and that, on the other, excessive testing is wasting precious
resources. A need exists for more advanced sampling plans that are tailored
to the particular manufacturing processes, and that are sufficiently easy to
implement by processing sites of various sizes.
In this article, we are reporting some of our ongoing research on the use of
scan statistics in multi-level sampling plans, based on the finite Markov chain
imbedding technique. In particular, we focus on two levels of inspection, normal and tightened, to allow for reduced sampling compared to fixed sampling
schemes currently in use.

2

Adaptive monitoring rules

Let {Xi }ni=1 be a sequence of Bernoulli trials with probabilities P (X = 1) = p
and P (X = 0) = 1 − p, where p is the probability of lot nonconformance. Let
Sn =

n
X

(1)

Xi

i=1

be the sum of the sequence. The scan statistic Sn (r) of window size r for the
sequence {Xi }ni=1 is defined as [4,5]
Sn (r) = max S(r, t),
r≤t≤n

(2)

where S(r, t), for t = r, · · · , n, are partial sums given by
Sn (r, t) =

t
X

Xk .

k=t−r+1

Recently, Lachenbruch et al. [6] suggested the use of the scan statistic for
quality control in blood product manufacturing. For example, given n, r and p,
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after finding k such that P (Sn (r) ≥ k) = 0.05, we have a test for p and for clustering in the sequence {Xi }ni=1 . If too many (k) lots are nonconforming within
any window, then the process is deemed nonconforming and has potentially
failed. This procedure is highly dependent on the predetermined sample size
n and on the window of size r sliding continuously until the n-th observation.
Currently in Canada, one percent of blood products are typically slated for
quality testing and subsequently discarded. Many automated production processes, however, are very stable after validation, and for such processes it may
be desirable to reduce the number of samples in order to lower the various costs
associated with quality testing. Sampling plans that switch between multiple
levels of inspection depending on the quality history of the process have been
developed and used in various manufacturing industries (e.g. Military Standard
105E, Lou and Fu [7]). In this article, we propose a two-level sampling
plan for
P
blood product manufacturing, based on either the sum Sn = ni=1 Xi or the
scan statistic Sn (r).
2.1

Two-stage switching control rule based on the sum Sn

(i) Normal Inspection
– Step 1. Select a small or moderate sample size m1 (e.g. m1 = 40, 50,
or some fraction of n).
– Step 2. Find the integers k1 and k2 such that
P (Sm1 ≥ ki |p) = αi , i = 1, 2,
for given small significance levels α1 < α2 (e.g. α1 = 0.01 and α2 =
0.05). This step can be carried out efficiently using the finite Markov
chain imbedding technique.
ob
is observed, it is compared with k1 and k2 :
– Step 3. After Sm
1
ob
(a) if Sm1 ≥ k1 , the process is deemed nonconforming (out-of-control);
ob
< k2 , sampling continues under normal inspection;
(b) if Sm
1
ob
< k1 , sampling switches to tightened inspection.
(c) if k2 ≤ Sm
1
(ii) Tightened Inspection
ob
< k1 , we define a sample-size switching function
For k2 ≤ Sm
1
ob
1 < ρ(k1 , k2 , Sm
),
1

and set
m2 = [1 + ρ]m1 .

(3)

The tightened inspections should be conducted with a larger sample size,
and with a larger α3 (α3 > α2 ), so that the test will have better power.
This means finding k3 such that
P (Sm2 ≥ k3 |p) = α3 ,

(4)

and the power β(k1 , m2 , p + δ) of the test under the larger rate of nonconformance p + δ, where δ is a small quantity greater than zero, is given
by
β(k1 , m2 , p + δ) = P (Sm2 ≥ k3 |p + δ).
(5)
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Although the normal approximation could be used to evaluate the probabilities associated with equations (4) and (5), it often lacks accuracy. Here
we provide the following simple theorem (for proof, see Fu and Lou[2]) to
compute these probabilities.
Theorem 1. Given an integer m, 0 < p < 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ m, the statistic Sm
is finite Markov chain imbeddable in the sense that there exists a homogeneous
Markov chain {Y }m
t=1 defined on the state space Ω = {0, 1, · · · , k − 1, α}, such
that
0
P (Sm < k|p) = P (Yt ∈ Ω\α, ∀t = 1, · · · , m) = ξ0 N m 1 ,
(6)
where α is an absorbing state, ξ0 is the initial distribution, 1 = (1, 1, · · · , 1),
and N is the fundamental matrix of the transition matrix M , which has the
form


1−p p
0 ··· 0 0
0


1  0 1 − p p 0 ··· 0
 ..
.. . . . .
.. ..  

2  .
. . . .
N C
.


(7)
M= .  .
= 0 1 .
..
..  .

.
.
·
·
p
0


k−1  0
0 ··· 0 1 − p p
α
0
0 ··· ·
0 1
For example, to compute the probability of the type II error (1 − β), one
needs only to replace p by (p + δ) and the computation remains the same.
Given p, δ, and predetermined α and power β under nonconformance rate p+δ,
equation (6) provides for finding, via numerical study, optimal m1 and m2 (also
ki ’s), and a switching rule with power higher or equal to the predetermined
power β.
2.2

Adaptive scan statistics control rule

If the rate of nonconformance and the clustering of nonconforming lots both
are relevant to the quality assessment, then the scan statistic Sn (r) could be
employed in a control rule in the same way as Sn was used in the previous
section. It is well known the scan statistic Sn (r) is associated with compound
patterns and is finite Markov chain imbeddable in the following sense (see Fu[1]
and Lou and Fu[7]):
Theorem 2. Given the sequence {Xi }ni=1 , window size r, and s (s ≤ r), then
(i) the event
{Sn (r) < s} ⇐⇒ {no compound pattern Λr,s occurred in the sequence {Xi }ni=1 },
where the compound pattern Λr,s is the union of l distinct simple patterns:
Λr,s = ∪Λi ∈F (r,s) Λi , where
F (r, s) = {Λ1 = |11 {z
· · · 1}, · · · , Λl = |1 · · · 100
{z · · · 01}}, and l =
r
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r−s 
X
s−2+v
v=0

v

,
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(ii) there exists a Markov chain {Yt }nt=1 induced by the compound pattern Λr,s
with transition matrix


Nr,s Cr,s
(8)
M=
0
1
such that
0

n
P (Sn (r) < s) = ξ0 Nr,s
1.

(9)

For detailed proofs of the above results, see Fu [1] and Fu et al. [3]. Note
also that equation (9) plays the same role as equation (6).
(i) Normal Inspection
1
Given an initial sample size m1 , observations {Xi }m
i=1 , and α1 < α2 , find si
such that P (Sn (r) ≥ si |p) = αi , i = 1, 2, analogous to the previous section.
ob
If the observed Sm
(r) is greater than s1 , we declare the process is noncon1
ob
forming. If Sm1 (r) is less than s2 , then we continue the normal inspections
ob
by taking m2 = m1 observations again. If Sm
≥ s1 , we declare the process
2
is nonconforming; otherwise we declare the process is conforming. If the
ob
ob
observed Sm
(r) is between s2 and s1 (s2 ≤ Sm
(r) < s1 ), we switch to a
1
1
tightened inspection rule by taking m2 observations with larger α2 :
ob
(r))]m1 ,
m2 = [1 + ρ(s1 , s2 , Sm
1
ob
(r)) ≥ 0, a switching coefficient.
where ρ(s1 , s2 , Sm
1
(ii) Tightened Inspection
Under tightened inspection, the sample size m2 is at least twice larger than
m1 , and α2 is also larger than (or equal to) α1 . First, we find s2 such that

P (Sm2 (r) ≥ s2 |p) = α2 .
ob
≥ s2 ; otherwise we
Then we declare the process is nonconforming if Sm
2
say the process is conforming.
ob
)
The most difficult part is to properly arrange α1 , α2 , m1 and ρ(s1 , s2 , Sm
1
so that the above two-stage switching control rule has approximately the
same type I error as the procedure with fixed sample size n, and also that

β(m1 , m2 , p, δ) = P (two-stage switching control rule|p + δ)
≥ pre-determined power (e.g. 95%).

3

Remarks

Numerical results for these two-stage switching control rules and also for fixed
sample-size control rules will be given and compared for various parameters
during the presentation at the ASMDA2013. A real application to quality
testing of allogeneic blood products will also be discussed.
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P∞

Abstract. The problem of optimal estimation of the functional Aξ = k=0 a(k)ξ(k)
depending on the unknown values of a stochastic sequence ξ(k) with stationary increments of order n from observations of the sequence for the moments of time
k = −1, −2, . . . is considered. Formulas for calculating mean square error and spectral
characteristic of optimal linear estimation of the functional are proposed in the case
where spectral density is exactly known. When the set admissible spectral densities
is given, formulas that determine the least favorable spectral densities are proposed.
Keywords: Sequence with stationary increments, minimax-robust estimation, mean
square error, least favorable spectral density, minimax-robust spectral characteristic.

1

Introduction

Stochastic processes with nth stationary increments were being considered by
A.M. Yaglom (see [15]). He described a spectral representation of these processes and a canonical representation of the spectral density, solved an extrapolation problem. An extrapolation problem of the process with stationary increments was defined and solved in term of increments of the process. Stochastic
processes with nth stationary increments were investigated by M.S. Pinsker
[11], A.M. Yaglom and M.S. Pinsker [10] as well.
Traditional methods of solution of the linear extrapolation, interpolation
and filtering problems for stationary stochastic processes were proposed by A.
N. Kolmogorov [5], N. Wiener [13], A. M. Yaglom [14]. When the complete
information on the spectral density is not available but the set of admissible
spectral densities is given, minimax estimation methods are applied. These
methods consist of finding the estimation which minimizes the value of mean
square error for each density in the set. The minimax approach to extrapolation
problem for stationary processes was proposed by Ulf Grenander [1].
J. Franke [2], J. Franke and H. V. Poor [3] investigated the minimax extrapolation and filtering problems for stationary sequences with the help of convex
optimization methods. In the papers by M. P. Moklyachuk [6] -[9] the minimax
approach to extrapolation, interpolation and filtering problems was applied to
the functionals that depend on the unknown values of stationary processes and
sequences.
In this article we are interested
P∞ in finding the estimations of the unknown
values of the functional Aξ = k=0 (k)ξ(k) that depends on the unknown values of a stochastic sequence ξ(k) with stationary increments of order n from
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observations of the sequence ξ(k) for k = −1, −2, . . .. The extrapolation problem for the sequences with stationary increments is solved in case where the
spectral density is known. In case where the spectral density is not known
but the set of admissible spectral density is given, the least favorable spectral
density for the optimal extrapolation of the functional Aξ was found.

2

Stationary increments. Spectral representation

Definition 1. For a given stochastic sequence {ξ(m), m ∈ Z} a function
ξ (n) (m, µ) = (1 − Bµ )n ξ(m) =

n
X
(−1)l Cnl ξ(m − lµ),

(1)

l=0

where Bµ is a backward operator with step µ ∈ Z, Bµ ξ(m) = ξ(m − µ), is
called stochastic n-th increment with step µ ∈ Z.
Definition 2. Stochastic increment ξ (n) (m, µ) of some stochastic sequence
{ξ(m), m ∈ Z} is called stationary increment in wide sense if mathematical
expectations
Eξ (n) (m0 , µ) = c(n) (µ),
Eξ (n) (m0 + m, µ1 )ξ (n) (m0 , µ2 ) = D(n) (m, µ1 , µ2 )
exist for all m0 , µ, m, µ1 , µ2 ∈ Z and do not depend on m0 . The function c(n) (µ)
is called the mean value and the function D(n) (m, µ1 , µ2 ) is called the structural
function of the stationary nth increment. Stochastic sequence {ξ(m), m ∈ Z}
which defines a stationary nth increment ξ (n) (m, µ) by formula (1) is called the
sequence with stationary nth increments.
Theorem 1. The functions c(n) (µ) and D(n) (m, µ1 , µ2 ) can be presented in
the forms
c(n) (µ) = cµn ,
Z π
1
(n)
(2)
D (m, µ1 , µ2 ) =
eiλm (1 − e−iµ1 λ )n (1 − eiµ2 λ )n 2n dF (λ),
λ
−π
where c is a constant, function F (λ) is a left-continuous nondecreasing bounded
function, F (−π) = 0. That is more the constant c and the function F (λ) are
uniquely defined by the stochastic increment ξ (n) (m, µ).
Using the representation (2) of the structural function of the stationary
nth increment ξ (n) (m, µ) and the Karunen’s theorem [4], we get the following
representation of the stationary nth increment ξ (n) (m, µ):
Z π
1
dZ(λ),
(3)
eimλ (1 − e−iµλ )n
ξ (n) (m, µ) =
(iλ)n
−π
where Z(λ) is an orthogonal random measure on [−π, π) related with the structural function F (λ).
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Let the stationary nth increment ξ (n) (m, µ) admit the one sided moving
average representation
ξ (n) (m, µ) =

∞
X

ϕ(n) (k, µ)ε(m − k)

(4)

k=0

with some renovatingP
sequence {εm : m ∈ Z} [15] and some complex sequence
∞
{ϕ(n) (k, µ) : m ≥ 0}, k=0 |ϕ(n) (k, µ)|2 < ∞. Then the spectral function F (λ)
of the increment ξ (n) (m, µ) has a spectral density f (λ) admitting a canonical
factorization
f (λ) = |Φ(e−iλ )|2 ,
(5)
P∞
where the function Φ(z) = k=0 ϕ(k)z k has a convergence
P∞radius r > 1 and
does not have any zero in |z| ≤ 1. Let us define Φµ (z) = k=0 ϕµ (k)z k where
ϕµ (k) = ϕ(n) (k, µ) are the coefficients from the representation (4). Then the
following equality takes place
Φµ (e−iλ )

2

=

|1 − e−iλµ |2n
f (λ).
λ2n

(6)

We use the representation (4) to find the optimal mean square estimation
of unknown values of the sequence with stationary increment.

3

Extrapolation of the linear functional Aξ

Let a stochastic sequence {ξ(m), m ∈ Z} determine a stationary nth increment
ξ (n) (m, µ) with absolutely continuous spectral function F (λ) which has spectral density f (λ). Let the increment ξ (n) (m, µ) admit the one sided moving
average representation (4) and the spectral density f (λ) admit the canonical
factorization (5). From now we make the assumption that observation of the
sequence ξ(m) for m < 0 are known. Consider a problem of finding
P∞ optimal
in mean square sense linear estimation of the functional Aξ = k=0 a(k)ξ(k)
depending on unknown values ξ(m), m ≥ 0.
P∞
: k ≥ 0} be the coefficients from a relation k=0 dµ (k)xk =
PLet {dµ(k)
n
∞
µj
. The functional Aξ can be presented as Aξ = Bξ − V ξ, where
j=0 x

Bξ =

∞
X

bµ (k)ξ (n) (k, µ),

Vξ =

k=0

vµ (k) =

v(k)ξ(k),

k=−µn

n
X
l=[

−1
X

(−1)l Cnl bµ (lµ + k),

k = −1, −2, . . . , −µn,

(7)

k 0
−µ

bµ (k) =

]

∞
X

a(m)dµ (m − k) = (Dµ a)k , k ≥ 0,

m=k
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and [x]0 denotes the least integer number among numbers greater or equal to x.
µ
Dµ is a linear operator defined by the elements Dk,j
= dµ (j − k) if 0 ≤ k ≤ j ,
µ
and Dk,j
= 0 if j < k; vector a = (a(0), a(1), a(2), . . .).
We will suppose that the following conditions hold true
∞
X

∞
X

|bµ (k)| =

k=0

|(Dµ a)k | < ∞,

k=0

∞
X

(k + 1)|bµ (k)|2 =

k=0

∞
X

(k + 1)|(Dµ a)k |2 < ∞.

k=0

(9)
Under these conditions the functional Bξ has the second moment and the
operator B µ defined below is compact.
b denote the mean square optimal linear estimation of the functional
Let Aξ
b denote the mean
Aξ from observations of the sequence ξ(m) for m < 0, Bξ
square optimal linear estimation of the functional Bξ from observations of the
b := E|Aξ − Aξ|
b 2
stochastic increment ξ (n) (m, µ), µ > 0, for m < 0. Let ∆(f, A)
2
b
b
and ∆(f, B) := E|Bξ − Bξ| denote the mean square errors of the estimations
b and Bξ.
b Since the values ξ(m) for m = −1, −2, . . . , −µn are known, we
Aξ
b = Bξ
b − V ξ. Therefore the following equalities take place:
have the equality Aξ
b = E|Aξ − Aξ|
b 2 = E|Aξ + V ξ − Bξ|
b 2 = E|Bξ − Bξ|
b 2 = ∆(f, B).
b
∆(f, A)
Let L0−
2 (f ) be a subspace of the space L2 (f ) generated by the functions
b can be written as
{e
: k ≤ −1}. The optimal estimation Bξ
Z π
1
b =
dZ(λ),
(10)
Bξ
hµ (λ)(1 − e−iλµ )n
(iλ)n
−π
iλk

where hµ (λ) ∈ L0−
2 (f ) is a spectral characteristic which provides the minimum
b Using the projection method of the
value of the mean square error ∆(f, B).
theory of Hilbert spaces, we obtained he following formula for calculation he
optimal spectral characteristic
−iλ
hµ (λ) = B µ (eiλ ) − rµ (eiλ )Φ−1
),
µ (e

rµ (eiλ ) =

∞ X
∞
X

bµ (m + j)ϕµ (m)eiλj =

j=0 m=0

∞
X

(11)

(B µ ϕµ )j eiλj ,

j=0

µ

where B is a linear symetric operator defined by the matrix with elements
µ
Bk,j
= bµ (k + j), k, j ≥ 0. ϕµ = (ϕµ (0), ϕµ (1), ϕµ (2), . . .); ϕµ (k), k ≥ 0, are
the coefficients from the moving average representation (4).
Further the estimation of the functional Aξ can be presented in the form
b =−
Aξ

−1
X
k=−µn

Z

π

vµ (k)ξ(k) +

−iλµ n
h(a)
)
µ (λ)(1 − e

−π

1
dZ(λ),
(iλ)n

(12)

where the coefficients vµ(i) for i = −1, −2, . . . , −µn are defined in (7). Using he
relationship (8) between the coefficients a(k) and bµ (k), we obtain the equality
(B µ ϕµ )k = (Dµ Aϕµ )k , where the linear operator A is defined by the coefficients
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a(k), k ≥ 0, in the following way: (A)k,j = a(k + j), k, j ≥ 0. The spectral
characteristic and the value of mean square error can be calculated by formulas
iλ
(a) iλ
−1 −iλ
h(a)
),
µ (λ) = A(e ) − rµ (e )Φµ (e

A(eiλ ) =

∞
X

(Dµ a)k eiλk ,

rµ(a) (eiλ ) =

(14)

j=0

k=0

b = E|Aξ − Aξ|
b 2=
∆(f, A)

∞
X
(Dµ Aϕµ )j eiλj .

(13)

1
2π

Z

π

|rµ(a) (eiλ )|2 dλ = ||Dµ Aϕµ ||2 .

(15)

−π

Theorem 2. Let the stochastic sequence {ξ(m), m ∈ Z} generate the stationary random increments ξ (n) (m, µ), µ > 0, with absolutely continuous structural
function F (λ) and spectral density f (λ) admitting the canonical factorization
b of the func(5). If conditions (9) hold true, the optimal linear estimation Aξ
tional Aξ of unobserved values ξ(m), m ≥ 0, from observations of the sequence
ξ(m), m = −1, −2, . . ., can be calculated by formula (12). Spectral character(a)
b can be calculated by formula
istic hµ (λ) of the optimal linear estimation Aξ
b is calculated by formula (15).
(13). The value of mean square error ∆(f, A)

4

Minimax-robust extrapolation

If the spectral density f (λ) of the sequence ξ(m) with stationary nth incre(a)
b and
ments is known, the value of mean square error ∆(hµ (f ); f ) := ∆(f, A)
(a)
b
the spectral characteristic hµ of the optimal linear estimation Aξ of the functional Aξ can be calculated by formulas (13) and (15). In the case where the
spectral density is not known, but the only set D of possible spectral densities
is given, the minimax (robust) approach to estimation of functionals of the
unknown values of random sequence with stationary increments is reasonable.
In other words we find an estimation that minimizes the mean square error for
all spectral densities from the given class D simultaneously.
Definition 3. For a given class of spectral densities D spectral density f0 (λ) ∈
D is called least favorable in D for the optimal linear estimate of the functional
Aξ if the following relation holds true
(a)
∆(f0 ) = ∆(h(a)
µ (f0 ); f0 ) = max ∆(hµ (f ); f ).
f ∈D

Definition 4. For a given class of spectral densities D spectral characteristic
h0 (λ) of the optimal linear estimate of the functional Aξ is called minimaxrobust if there are satisfied conditions
\
h0 (λ) ∈ HD =
L0−
min max ∆(h; f ) = sup ∆(h0 ; f ).
2 (f ),
f ∈D

h∈HD f ∈D
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Lemma 1. Spectral density f 0 which admits factorization (5) is the least favorable in D for the optimal linear estimate of the functional Aξ if
0

f (λ) =

∞
X

2
0

ϕ (k)e

−iλk

,

(16)

k=0

where ϕ0 = {ϕ0 (k) : k = 0, 1, 2, . . .} is a solution to the extremum problem
µ

2

||D Aϕµ || → max,

f (λ) =

∞
X

2

ϕ(k)e

−iλk

∈ D.

(17)

k=0
(a)

If hµ (f0 ) ∈ HD , the minimax-robust spectral characteristic can be calcu(a)
lated by the formula h0 = hµ (f0 ). The functions h0 and f0 form a saddle
point of the function ∆(h; f ) on the set HD × D. The saddle point inequalities
∆(h; f0 ) ≥ ∆(h0 ; f0 ) ≥ ∆(h0 ; f ) ∀f ∈ D, ∀h ∈ HD
(a)

(a)

hold when h0 = hµ (f0 ) and hµ (f0 ) ∈ HD where f0 is a solution to the
conditional extremum problem
e ) = −∆(h(a)
∆(f
f ∈ D,
µ (f0 ); f ) → inf,
Z π
1
|rµ (eiλ )|2
∆(h(a)
f (λ)dλ,
µ (f0 ); f ) =
2π −π f0 (λ)

(18)

where rµ is defined by the formula (14) when f (λ) = f0 (λ). The previous
problem is equivalent to the unconditional extremum problem
e ) + δ(f |D) → inf .
∆D (f ) = ∆(f
A solution f0 to this unconditional extremum problem is characterized by the
condition 0 ∈ ∂∆D (f0 ) [12].

5

Least favorable spectral densities in the class D0

Consider the following set of spectral densities


Z π
1
D0 = f (λ)|
f (λ)dλ ≤ P0 .
2π −π
(a)

Using the condition 0 ∈ ∂∆D (f0 ), we get an equation |rµ (eiλ )|2 (f 0 (λ))−1 =
ψ(λ) + c−2 , where ψ(λ) ≤ 0 and ψ(λ) = 0 when f 0 > 0. Therefore the least
favorable density in the class D0 for optimal linear estimate of the functional
Aξ can be presented as
0

f (λ) = c

∞
X

2
µ

(D Aϕµ )k e

k=0
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where the unknown parameters c,Rϕµ = (ϕµ (0), ϕµ (1), ϕµ (2), . . .) are calculated
π
using factorization (5), (17) and −π f (λ)dλ = 2πP0 .
Let us consider the following equation
Dµ Aϕµ = αϕ,

α ∈ R.

(20)

For each solution of it such that ||ϕ||2 = P0 the following equality holds true
∞
X

0

f (λ) =

2

ϕ(k)e

iλk

= c

∞
X

2
µ

(D Aϕµ )k e

iλk

.

k=0

k=0

Let ν0 P0 be the maximum value of ||Dµ Aϕµ ||2 on the set of solutions of
the equation (20) that satisfy condition ||ϕ||2 = P0 and define canonical factorization of the spectral density f (λ). Let ν0+ P0 be the maximum value of
||Dµ Aϕµ ||2 on the set of such ϕ that satisfy condition ||ϕ||2 = P0 and define canonical factorization of the spectral density f 0 (λ). Consequently, the
following statements holds true.
Theorem 3. If there exists a sequence ϕ0 = {ϕ0 (m) : m ≥ 0} that satisfies
conditions ||ϕ0 ||2 = P0 and ν0 P0 = ν0+ P0 = ||Dµ Aϕ0µ ||2 , the spectral density
(16) is the least favorable in the class D0 for optimal extrapolation of the functional Aξ of unknown values ξ(k), k = 0, 1, 2 . . ., of the stochastic sequence
with stationary nth increments. The increment ξ (n) (m, µ) admits the one side
moving average representation. If ν0 < ν0+ , the density (19) which admits
the canonical factorization (5) is the least favorable in theR class D0 . Sequence
π
cϕµ = {cϕµ (k) : k ≥ 0} is defined by conditions (17) and −π f (λ)dλ = 2πP0 .

6

Least favorable spectral densities in the class DM

Consider the following set of spectral densities


Z π
1
f (λ) cos(mλ)dλ = ρm , m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M ,
DM = f (λ)|
2π −π
where ρ0 = P0 and {ρm , m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M } form a strictly positive sequence.
(a)
From condition 0 ∈ ∂∆D (f0 ) we get the equation |rµ (eiλ )|2 (f 0 (λ))−1 = ψ(λ)+
PM
c m=1 ψm cos mλ. Thus the list favorable density in the class DM for the
optimal linear estimate of the functional Aξ can be presented as
0

f (λ) =

c0

P∞

k=0 (D

PM

µ

Aϕµ )k eiλk

−iλk
k=1 cm e

2

2

,

(21)

where the parameters cm , m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M
R π, ϕµ = (ϕµ (0), ϕµ (1), ϕµ (2), . . .)
can be calculated using conditions (17) and −π f (λ) cos(mλ)dλ = 2πρm , m =
0, 1, 2, . . . , M , factorization (5).
Let νM P0 be the maximum value of ||Dµ Aϕµ ||2 on the set of solutions
of the equation (20) that satisfy condition ||ϕ||2 = P0 and define canonical
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+
factorization of the spectral density f (λ). Let νM
P0 be the maximum value of
µ
2
||D Aϕµ || on the set of such ϕ that satisfy condition ||ϕ||2 = P0 and define
canonical factorization of the spectral density f 0 (λ) ∈ DM defined by (21).

Theorem 4. If there exists a sequence ϕ0 = {ϕ0 (m) : m ≥ 0} that satisfies
+
conditions ||ϕ0 ||2 = P0 and ν0 P0 = νM
P0 = ||Dµ Aϕ0µ ||2 , the spectral density
(16) is the least favorable in the class DM for optimal extrapolation of the
functional Aξ of unknown values ξ(k), k = 0, 1, 2 . . ., of the stochastic sequence
+
with stationary nth increments. If νM < νM
, the density (21), which admits
the canonical factorization (5), is the least favorable in the class DM . Sequence
ϕµ = {ϕµ (k) : k ≥ 0} and unknown
parameters cm , m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M , are
Rπ
defined by conditions (17) and −π f (λ) cos(mλ)dλ = 2πρm , m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , M .
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